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Abstract.
In this work, we present the first fault injection analysis of the Number Theoretic
Transform (NTT). The NTT is an integral computation unit, widely used for polyno-
mial multiplication in several structured lattice-based key encapsulation mechanisms
(KEMs) and digital signature schemes. We identify a critical single fault vulnerability
in the NTT, which severely reduces the entropy of its output. This in turn enables
us to perform a wide-range of attacks applicable to lattice-based KEMs as well as
signature schemes. In particular, we demonstrate novel key recovery and message
recovery attacks targeting the key generation and encryption procedure of Kyber
KEM. We also propose novel existential forgery attacks targeting deterministic and
probabilistic signing procedure of Dilithium, followed by a novel verification bypass at-
tack targeting its verification procedure. All proposed exploits are demonstrated with
high success rate using electromagnetic fault injection on optimized implementations
of Kyber and Dilithium, from the open-source pqm4 library on the ARM Cortex-M4
microcontroller. We also demonstrate that our proposed attacks are capable of
bypassing concrete countermeasures against existing fault attacks on lattice-based
KEMs and signature schemes. We believe our work motivates the need for more
research towards development of countermeasures for the NTT against fault injection
attacks.
Keywords: Lattice-based cryptography · Electromagnetic Fault-Injection attack ·
Number Theoretic Transform · Learning With Error · Kyber · Dilithium

1 Introduction
The NIST standardization process for post-quantum cryptography has finished its third
round, and provided a list of new public key schemes for new standardization [AAC+22].
While implementation performance and theoretical security guarantees served as the main
criteria in the initial rounds, resistance against side-channel attacks (SCA) and fault
injection attacks (FIA) emerged as an important criterion in the final round, as also clearly
stated by NIST at several instances [AH21,RR21].
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Amongst the seven main finalists in third round for key encapsulation mechanisms
(KEMs) and digital signatures, five schemes base their security on hard problems over
structured lattices [AASA+20]. These schemes are particularly attractive for constrained
embedded devices, owing to their relatively small public key sizes and highly competitive
runtimes. They typically operate over polynomials in polynomial rings, and notably, poly-
nomial multiplication is one of the most computationally intensive operations in practical
implementations of these schemes. Among the several known techniques for polynomial mul-
tiplication such as the schoolbook multiplier, Toom-Cook [Too63] and Karatsuba [Kar63],
the Number Theoretic Transform (NTT) based polynomial multiplication [CT65] is one
of the most widely adopted techniques, owing to its superior run-time complexity and a
compact design. Over the years, there has been a sustained effort by the cryptographic
community to improve the performance of NTT for lattice-based schemes on a wide-range
of hardware and software platforms [RVM+14,POG15,BKS19,ACC+22,CHK+21]. As a
result, the use of NTT for polynomial multiplication yields the fastest implementation for
several lattice-based schemes. In particular, the NTT serves as a critical computational
kernel used in Kyber [ABD+20] and Dilithium [LDK+17], which were selected as the first
candidates for PQC standardization.

While the NTT provides significant implementation benefits, it also manipulates sen-
sitive variables, thereby serving as an attractive target for SCA and FIA. While the
side-channel resistance of the NTT has been studied by a number of works [PPM17a,PP19,
RPBC20], its susceptibility to fault injection attacks has not received much attention.
Given its widespread use in lattice-based schemes, this raises a critical question whether
the NTT or more importantly its implementations contain hidden vulnerabilities that can
be exploited through FIA to compromise the security of lattice-based schemes.

Our Contribution: In this work, we answer this question positively, by presenting
the first fault injection analysis of the NTT. Our work relies on a key observation that
zeroization of the twiddle constants significantly reduces the entropy in the NTT output,
which in turn severely impacts the security of lattice-based schemes. To analyze the
feasibility of such a fault, we perform a detailed study of the optimized implementations
of the NTT used in Kyber (representative of KEMs) and Dilithium (representative of
signature schemes) on the ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller using electromagnetic fault
injection. We identified a critical fault vulnerability in their implementations, which
enables zeroization of all the twiddle constants using a single targeted fault. This enables
practical key/message recovery attacks on Kyber KEM and forgery attacks on Dilithium.
The proposed attacks are also shown to bypass most known fault countermeasures for
lattice-based KEMs and signature schemes. To the best of our knowledge, we present first
practical forgery attack on the probabilistic variant1 and verification bypass attack on the
verification procedure of Dilithium.

Organization of the Paper

In Section 2, we provide a generic description of Kyber and Dilithium, and provide some
background about the NTT as well as related prior work. In Section 3, we show related
works about FA on Lattice-based cryptography and classify them. In Section 4, we describe
the identified vulnerability in the NTT, and a detailed analysis of the same over practical
implementations of the NTT in Kyber and Dilithium. In Sections 5 and 6, we demonstrate
exploitation of the identified vulnerability in Kyber and Dilithium respectively. In Section
7, we perform experimental validation of our attacks using EMFI on unprotected and
protected targets, followed by conclusion and mitigation in Section 8.

1Islam et al. [IMS+22] recently proposed a rowhammer based attack on deterministic and probabilistic
Dilithium but its final complexity still remains as 289, while we report a full break.
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2 Background
2.1 Notation
Let q be a prime number, and the field of integers modulo q be denoted as Zq. Schemes such
as Kyber and Dilithium operate over polynomials in polynomial rings. The polynomial ring
Zq[x]/φ(x) is denoted as Rq where φ(x) = xn +1 is a cyclotomic polynomial with n being a
power of 2. Polynomials in Rq are denoted using regular font letters (i.e.) a ∈ Rq. The ith

coefficient of a ∈ Rq is denoted as ai ∈ Zq. For a ∈ Rq, `∞(a) denotes the largest absolute
value of a coefficient of a in Zq. A vector of polynomials in Rq is denoted using bold
lower case letters (i.e.) a ∈ Rk

q with k > 1, and a matrix of polynomials in Rq is denoted
using bold upper case letters (i.e.) A ∈ Rk×`

q with (k, `) > 1. The element A[i][j] denotes
the polynomial in row i and j of A ∈ Rk×`

q . Transpose of a matrix A is denoted as AT .
Multiplication of polynomials a, b ∈ Rq is denoted as c = a · b ∈ Rq. Pointwise/Coefficient-
wise multiplication of two polynomials a, b ∈ Rq is denoted as c = a ◦ b ∈ Rq, which means
that each of the coefficients of polynomial a multiplies the coefficients of b with the same
index. We denote B as a byte array, where the ith byte is denoted as B[i]. A bit-string is
denoted using regular lower case font letters (i.e.) m ∈ {0, 1}∗. For a given element a (Zq

or Rq or Rk×`
q ), its corresponding faulty value is denoted as a∗ and we utilize this notation

for description of our attacks. The NTT representation of a polynomial a ∈ Rq is denoted
as â ∈ Rq, and the same notation also applies to modules of higher dimension.

2.2 Number Theoretic Transform
The Number Theoretic Transform (NTT) is utilized as a building block for polynomial
multiplication operation in several structured lattice-based schemes. While schemes such
as Kyber and Dilithium were designed with NTT-friendly parameters to allow use of
NTT, other schemes such as Saber, NTRU and NTRU Prime were designed with NTT-
unfriendly parameters, thereby relying on other techniques such as Toom-Cook [Coo66]
and Karatsuba [Kar63] for polynomial multiplication. However, recent works such as
[ACC+21, CHK+21, ACC+22] have shown that NTT can be indeed be used in these
schemes, which also leads to significant improvement in performance over non-NTT based
approaches.

The NTT is simply a bijective mapping for a polynomial p ∈ Rq from a normal domain
into an alternative represetation p̂ ∈ Rq in the NTT domain as follows:

p̂j =
n−1∑
i=0

pi · ωi·j (1)

where j ∈ [0, n− 1] and ω is the nth root of unity in the operating ring Zq.
The corresponding inverse operation named Inverse NTT (denoted as INTT) maps p̂

in the NTT domain back to p in the normal domain as follows:

pj = 1
n

n−1∑
i=0

p̂i · ω−i·j (2)

The use of NTT requires either the nth root of unity (ω) or 2nth root of unity (ψ) in
the underlying ring Zq (ψ2 = ω), which can be ensured through appropriate choices for the
parameters (n, q). The powers of ω and ψ that are used within the NTT computation are
commonly referred to as twiddle constants. NTT based multiplication of two polynomials
a and b in Rq is typically done as follows:

c = INTT(NTT(a) ◦NTT(b)). (3)
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The NTT over an n point sequence is performed using the well-known butterfly network,
which operates over several layers/stages. The atomic operation within the NTT computa-
tion is denoted as the butterfly operation. A butterfly operation takes as inputs (a, b) ∈ Z2

q

and a twiddle constant w, and produces outputs (c, d) ∈ Z2
q. There are two types of but-

terfly operations, which can be interchangeably used in the NTT/INTT: (1) Cooley-Tukey
(CT) butterfly [CT65] in Eqn.4 and (2) Gentleman-Sande (GS) butterfly [GS66] in Eqn.5.
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x0

<latexit sha1_base64="X58lhKK9tzQhV1TsPC9ADPitADw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48VTFtoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8O/Nbj6g0j+WDmSQYRHQo+YAzaqzkP/Uyd9orV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0St/dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzExNkVBnOBE5L3VRjQtmYDrFjqaQR6iCbHzslZ1bpk0GsbElD5urviYxGWk+i0HZG1Iz0sjcT//M6qRlcBxmXSWpQssWiQSqIicnsc9LnCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lzYuqV6te3tcq9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aIAPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0VmOsw==</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="/tmWf31NXYXzivIEGtxSdkh9a2Y=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48VTFtoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8O/Nbj6g0j+WDmSQYRHQo+YAzaqzkP/Uyb9orV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0St/dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzExNkVBnOBE5L3VRjQtmYDrFjqaQR6iCbHzslZ1bpk0GsbElD5urviYxGWk+i0HZG1Iz0sjcT//M6qRlcBxmXSWpQssWiQSqIicnsc9LnCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzadkQ/CWX14lzYuqV6te3tcq9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aIAPDDg8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0t6OtA==</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="0OScJCDxxlPdBuQQlU3tO+RRUlU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKRY9FLx4rmFZoQ9lsp+3SzSbsbsQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopeNUMfRZLGL1EFKNgkv0DTcCHxKFNAoFtsPxzcxvP6LSPJb3ZpJgENGh5APOqLGS/9TLatNeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEczV75q9uPWRqhNExQrTuem5ggo8pwJnBa6qYaE8rGdIgdSyWNUAfZ/NgpObNKnwxiZUsaMld/T2Q00noShbYzomakl72Z+J/XSc3gKsi4TFKDki0WDVJBTExmn5M+V8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbD4lG4K3/PIqadWqXr16cVevNK7zOIpwAqdwDh5cQgNuoQk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANRjjrU=</latexit>

x3

<latexit sha1_base64="cqTCs61Mkaq/NyRRMm8YRES6+qQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9nVih6LXjxWsB/QLiWbZtvYbLIkWbEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9jtt2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gpWWiCG0SyaXqBFhTzgRtGmY47cSK4ijgtB2MbzK//UiVZlLcm0lM/QgPBQsZwcZKrad+ej4t9csVt+rOgJaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp6VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR27RSdWGWAQqlsCYNm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSil4n/ed3EhFd+ykScGCrIfFGYcGQkyl5HA6YoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWGFibEBZSF4iy8vk9ZZ1atVL+5qlfp1HkcRjuAYTsGDS6jDLTSgCQQe4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gAMDY7K</latexit>

x4

<latexit sha1_base64="3TEKFhqmTSdX/qYNSbhn7UYPnqM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVFj0WvXisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsmJZ+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3GR+55EqzaS4N9OY+hEeCRYygo2V2k+DtDYrDcoVt+rOgVaJl5MK5GgOyl/9oSRJRIUhHGvd89zY+ClWhhFOZ6V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QydWWWIQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6PAdkbYjPWyl4n/eb3EhFd+ykScGCrIYlGYcGQkyl5HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBZSF4yy+vkvZF1atV63e1SuM6j6MIJ3AK5+DBJTTgFprQAgIP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwANk47L</latexit>

x7

<latexit sha1_base64="ZmgyYgPrr7aKsasj5HIaKFc1jBg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVSj0WvXisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsmJZ+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3GR+55EqzaS4N9OY+hEeCRYygo2V2k+DtD4rDcoVt+rOgVaJl5MK5GgOyl/9oSRJRIUhHGvd89zY+ClWhhFOZ6V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QydWWWIQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6PAdkbYjPWyl4n/eb3EhFd+ykScGCrIYlGYcGQkyl5HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBZSF4yy+vkvZF1atVL+9qlcZ1HkcRTuAUzsGDOjTgFprQAgIP8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwASJY7O</latexit>

x5

<latexit sha1_base64="GPC0l/0BYAnmfzVAG3PbpxhdWWg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEoseiF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsbsRS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMlGiGTZZJCLdCahBwRU2LbcCO7FGKgOB7WB8m/ntR9SGR+rBTmL0JR0qHnJGbSY99WulfrniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFgiUVkmqDFdz42tP6XaciZwVuolBmPKxnSI3ZQqKtH40/mtM3KWKgMSRjotZclc/T0xpdKYiQzSTkntyCx7mfif101seO1PuYoTi4otFoWJIDYi2eNkwDUyKyYpoUzz9FbCRlRTZtN4shC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBJdI3A</latexit>

x6

<latexit sha1_base64="iWHHCR93PjwtW/ceuh0S0HpJoWk=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKr2PQi8cI5gHJEmYns8mQmdllplcMIb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Nu8keNLGgoajqprsriKWw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80bZQYxhsskpFpB9RyKTRvoEDJ27HhVAWSt4LRbea3HrmxItIPOI65r+hAi1Awipn01Lss9coVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfsQSxTUySa3teG6M/oQaFEzyaambWB5TNqID3kmppopbfzK7dUpOUqVPwsikpZHM1N8TE6qsHasg7VQUh3bRy8T/vE6C4bU/ETpOkGs2XxQmkmBEssdJXxjOUI5TQpkR6a2EDamhDNN4shC8xZeXSfOs6p1XL+7PK7WbPI4iHMExnIIHV1CDO6hDAxgM4Rle4c1Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gBK+Y3B</latexit>

x̂0

<latexit sha1_base64="79eDNyJnpzZ3NBxfsAk3r85wAw8=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9BLx4jmAdklzA7mSRDZh/M9Iph2d/w4kERr/6MN//G2WQPmljQUFR1093lx1JotO1vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486OkoU420WyUj1fKq5FCFvo0DJe7HiNPAl7/rT29zvPnKlRRQ+4CzmXkDHoRgJRtFIrjuhmD4NUjvLKoNqza7bc5BV4hSkBgVag+qXO4xYEvAQmaRa9x07Ri+lCgWTPKu4ieYxZVM65n1DQxpw7aXzmzNyZpQhGUXKVIhkrv6eSGmg9SzwTWdAcaKXvVz8z+snOLr2UhHGCfKQLRaNEkkwInkAZCgUZyhnhlCmhLmVsAlVlKGJKQ/BWX55lXQu6k6jfnnfqDVvijjKcAKncA4OXEET7qAFbWAQwzO8wpuVWC/Wu/WxaC1Zxcwx/IH1+QPeE5GU</latexit>

x̂1

<latexit sha1_base64="EeX/S9DxCKSQJ67XIuAdWQ/xOpI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS0WPRi8cK9gOaUDbbbbt0swm7E7GE/A0vHhTx6p/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMviAXX6DjfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51dJQoyto0EpHqBUQzwSVrI0fBerFiJAwE6wbT29zvPjKleSQfcBYzPyRjyUecEjSS500Ipk+D1M2yyqBac+rOHPYqcQtSgwKtQfXLG0Y0CZlEKojWfdeJ0U+JQk4FyypeollM6JSMWd9QSUKm/XR+c2afGWVojyJlSqI9V39PpCTUehYGpjMkONHLXi7+5/UTHF37KZdxgkzSxaJRImyM7DwAe8gVoyhmhhCquLnVphOiCEUTUx6Cu/zyKulc1N1G/fK+UWveFHGU4QRO4RxcuIIm3EEL2kAhhmd4hTcrsV6sd+tj0Vqyiplj+APr8wffmpGV</latexit>

x̂2

<latexit sha1_base64="7RMOEymaSV39DwXsDGoZSXsR7QM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKRY9FLx4r2FZoQtlsN+3SzQe7E7GE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51dZwqxjsslrF68KnmUkS8gwIlf0gUp6Evec+f3OR+75ErLeLoHqcJ90I6ikQgGEUjue6YYvY0yBqzWWVQrdl1ew6ySpyC1KBAe1D9cocxS0MeIZNU675jJ+hlVKFgks8qbqp5QtmEjnjf0IiGXHvZ/OYZOTPKkASxMhUhmau/JzIaaj0NfdMZUhzrZS8X//P6KQZXXiaiJEUescWiIJUEY5IHQIZCcYZyaghlSphbCRtTRRmamPIQnOWXV0m3UXea9Yu7Zq11XcRRhhM4hXNw4BJacAtt6ACDBJ7hFd6s1Hqx3q2PRWvJKmaO4Q+szx/hIZGW</latexit>

x̂3

<latexit sha1_base64="dGwe2h7p+4a5G3zOVddbdlKVOOo=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQreix68VjBfkATyma7bZduNmF3IpaQv+HFgyJe/TPe/Ddu2hy09cHA470ZZuYFseAaHefbWlldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dtHSWKshaNRKS6AdFMcMlayFGwbqwYCQPBOsHkNvc7j0xpHskHnMbMD8lI8iGnBI3keWOC6VM/vciycr9SdWrODPYycQtShQLNfuXLG0Q0CZlEKojWPdeJ0U+JQk4Fy8peollM6ISMWM9QSUKm/XR2c2afGmVgDyNlSqI9U39PpCTUehoGpjMkONaLXi7+5/USHF77KZdxgkzS+aJhImyM7DwAe8AVoyimhhCquLnVpmOiCEUTUx6Cu/jyMmmf19x67fK+Xm3cFHGU4BhO4AxcuIIG3EETWkAhhmd4hTcrsV6sd+tj3rpiFTNH8AfW5w/iqJGX</latexit>

x̂4

<latexit sha1_base64="AfRuLaNDN1sbeucBAHmm4AWhHsk=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48V7Ac0oWy223bpZhN2J2IJ+RtePCji1T/jzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDPPj6QwaNvfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51TBhrxtsslKHu+dRwKRRvo0DJe5HmNPAl7/rT29zvPnJtRKgecBZxL6BjJUaCUcwk151QTJ4GSSNNK4Nqza7bc5BV4hSkBgVag+qXOwxZHHCFTFJj+o4doZdQjYJJnlbc2PCIsikd835GFQ248ZL5zSk5y5QhGYU6K4Vkrv6eSGhgzCzws86A4sQse7n4n9ePcXTtJUJFMXLFFotGsSQYkjwAMhSaM5SzjFCmRXYrYROqKcMspjwEZ/nlVdK5qDuN+uV9o9a8KeIowwmcwjk4cAVNuIMWtIFBBM/wCm9WbL1Y79bHorVkFTPH8AfW5w/kL5GY</latexit>

x̂5

<latexit sha1_base64="fjGSpVaRm1I7x+/ThwNfIUUwbew=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEoseiF48V7Ac0oWy2m3bpZhN2J2IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDPPj6UwaNvfVmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51TJRoxtsskpHu+dRwKRRvo0DJe7HmNPQl7/qT29zvPnJtRKQecBpzL6QjJQLBKGaS644ppk+DtDGbVQbVml235yCrxClIDQq0BtUvdxixJOQKmaTG9B07Ri+lGgWTfFZxE8NjyiZ0xPsZVTTkxkvnN8/IWaYMSRDprBSSufp7IqWhMdPQzzpDimOz7OXif14/weDaS4WKE+SKLRYFiSQYkTwAMhSaM5TTjFCmRXYrYWOqKcMspjwEZ/nlVdK5qDuX9cb9Za15U8RRhhM4hXNw4AqacActaAODGJ7hFd6sxHqx3q2PRWvJKmaO4Q+szx/ltpGZ</latexit>

x̂6

<latexit sha1_base64="kBRPEVm/wbzZsCUIz2xpKwb1wgU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSTi17HoxWMF+wFNKJvttl262YTdiVhC/oYXD4p49c9489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIJrdJxvq7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aOkoUZS0aiUh1A6KZ4JK1kKNg3VgxEgaCdYLJbe53HpnSPJIPOI2ZH5KR5ENOCRrJ88YE06d+eplllX615tSdGexl4hakBgWa/eqXN4hoEjKJVBCte64To58ShZwKllW8RLOY0AkZsZ6hkoRM++ns5sw+McrAHkbKlER7pv6eSEmo9TQMTGdIcKwXvVz8z+slOLz2Uy7jBJmk80XDRNgY2XkA9oArRlFMDSFUcXOrTcdEEYompjwEd/HlZdI+q7vn9Yv781rjpoijDEdwDKfgwhU04A6a0AIKMTzDK7xZifVivVsf89aSVcwcwh9Ynz/nPZGa</latexit>

x̂7

<latexit sha1_base64="0NYvXA+dOQ5J7V3VhXQlJvfQIrA=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRSqceiF48V7Ae2oWy2m3bpZhN2J2IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwuu0XG+rcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6yhRlLVoJCLV9YlmgkvWQo6CdWPFSOgL1vEnN5nfeWRK80je4zRmXkhGkgecEjTSQ39MMH0a1GelQbniVJ057FXi5qQCOZqD8ld/GNEkZBKpIFr3XCdGLyUKORVsVuonmsWETsiI9QyVJGTaS+cXz+wzowztIFKmJNpz9fdESkKtp6FvOkOCY73sZeJ/Xi/B4MpLuYwTZJIuFgWJsDGys/ftIVeMopgaQqji5labjokiFE1IWQju8surpH1RdWvVy7tapXGdx1GEEziFc3ChDg24hSa0gIKEZ3iFN0tbL9a79bFoLVj5zDH8gfX5Ax30kI8=</latexit>
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Figure 1: Data flow graphs of CT-butterfly based NTT for size n = 8.

An NTT/INTT of size n = 2k typically consists of k stages with each stage containing
n/2 butterfly operations. We refer to Fig.1 for the data-flow graph of a CT-butterfly based
NTT for an input sequence with length n = 8.

c = a+ b · w
d = a− b · w,

(4)
c = a+ b

d = (a− b) · w,
(5)

The underlying integer ring Zq of Dilithium contains both ω and ψ, ensuring complete
factorization of (xn + 1) into linear factors (degree 1). This enables to use a complete NTT
with k = log2(n) stages. However, the ring Zq of Kyber only contains ω, which implies
that (xn + 1) can only be factored into n/2 quadratic factors (degree 2). Thus, the last
stage of NTT/INTT in Kyber is skipped and the NTT output contains n/2 elements.
Thus, Kyber relies on the use of an incomplete NTT with k − 1 stages.

2.3 Kyber
Kyber is a Chosen-Ciphertext Attack (CCA) secure KEM based on the Module Learning
With Errors (M-LWE) problem. Computations are done over modules in dimension (k× k)
(i.e) Rk×k

q where Rq = Zq[x]/(xn + 1), q = 3329 and n = 256. Kyber comes in three
security levels, Kyber512 (NIST Level 1), Kyber-768 (Level 3) and Kyber-1024 (Level
5) with k = 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The parameters q, n and the modular polynomial
φ(x) = xn + 1 are chosen, so as to allow the use of the Number Theoretic Transform (NTT)
for polynomial multiplication in Rq.

The CCA secure Kyber KEM contains in its core, a Chosen-Plaintext Attack (CPA)
secure PKE. We refer to Algorithm 1 for a simplified description of the key-generation and
encryption procedures of CPA secure PKE of Kyber. We do not describe the decryption
procedure, as it is not a target of our attacks. The function SampleU samples from a
uniform distribution, SampleB samples from a binomial distribution; Expand expands a
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small seed into a uniformly random matrix in Rk×k
q . The function Compress(u, d) lossily

compresses u ∈ Zq into v ∈ Z2d with q > 2d, while Decompress(v, d) extrapolates v ∈ Z2d

into u′ ∈ Zq. Both Compress and Decompress can also be applied over vectors, where the
function is simply computed in a component-wise fashion.

The CPA secure PKE is converted into a CCA secure KEM using the Fujisaki-Okamoto
transformation [FO99]. The CPA.Encrypt (resp. CPA.Decrypt) procedure is converted
into the encapsulation procedure CCA.Encaps procedure (resp. decapsulation procedure
CPA.Decaps). The encapsulation procedure (CCA.Encaps) uses the public key pk and
instantiates the CPA.Encrypt procedure to generate the ciphertext ct for an internally
generated message m. It also generates a corresponding session key K.

The decapsulation procedure (CPA.Decaps) uses the secret key sk to decrypt the
ciphertext ct into the message m, and re-encrypts the message to compute a new ciphertext
c̄t. Subsequently, ct is compared with c̄t, and if the comparison succeeds, a valid session
key K is generated. Otherwise, the ciphertext ct is considered invalid, and a random
session key K is generated. This enables to detect invalid ciphertexts, thereby offering
concrete theoretical security guarantees against chosen-ciphertext attacks. We refer the
reader to [ABD+20] for more details on CCA secure Kyber KEM.

Algorithm 1 CPA Secure Kyber PKE (Simplified)
1: procedure CPA.KeyGen
2: seedA ∈ B ← SampleU () . Generate uniform SeedA

3: seedB ∈ B ← SampleU () . Generate uniform SeedB

4: Â = NTT(A) ∈ Rk×k
q ← Expand(seedA) . Expand seedA into Â in NTT domain

5: s ∈ Rk
q ← SampleB(seedB , coinss) . Sample secret s using (SeedB , coinss)

6: e ∈ Rk
q ← SampleB(seedB , coinse) . Sample error e using (SeedB , coinse)

7: ŝ ∈ Rk
q ← NTT(s) . NTT(s)

8: ê ∈ Rk
q ← NTT(e) . NTT(e)

9: t̂ = Â ◦ ŝ + ê . t = A · s + e in NTT domain
10: Return (pk = (seedA, t̂), sk = (ŝ))
11: end procedure

12: procedure CPA.Encrypt(pk,m ∈ {0, 1}256, seedR ∈ {0, 1}256)
13: Â ∈ Rk×k

q ← Expand(seedA)
14: r ∈ Rk

q ← SampleB(seedR, coins0) . Sample r using (SeedR, coins0)
15: e1 ∈ Rk

q ← SampleB(seedR, coins1) . Sample e1 using (SeedR, coins1)
16: e2 ∈ Rk

q ← SampleB(seedR, coins2) . Sample e2 using (SeedR, coins2)
17: r̂ ∈ Rk

q ← NTT(r) . NTT(r)
18: u ∈ Rk

q ← INTT(AT ◦ r̂) + e1 . u = AT · r + e1
19: v ∈ Rq ← INTT(t̂T ◦ r̂) + e2 + Decompress(m, 1) . v = tT · r + e2 + Encode(m)
20: Return ct = Compress(u, d1),Compress(v, d2)
21: end procedure

2.4 Dilithium
Dilithium is a lattice-based digital signature scheme, whose security is based on the Module
LWE (M-LWE) and Module SIS (M-SIS) problem. Dilithium operates over the module
Rk×`

q with (k, `) > 1 where Rq = Z[x]/(xn + 1), n = 256 and q = 223− 213− 1. This choice
of parameters allows the use of the NTT for polynomial multiplication in Rq. Dilithium also
comes in three security levels: Dilithium2 with (k, `) = (4, 4) at NIST Level 2, Dilithium3
with (k, `) = (6, 5) at NIST Level 3 and Dilithium5 with (k, `) = (8, 7) at NIST Level
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Algorithm 2 Dilithium Signature scheme (Simplified)
1: procedure KeyGen
2: (seedA, seedS ,K) ∈ B ← SampleU (); s1, s2 ∈ (R`

q ×Rk
q )← SampleB(seedS)

3: A ∈ Rk×`
q ← Expand(seedA)

4: t = A · s1 + s2 . Generate LWE instance t
5: (t1, t0)← Power2Round(t) . Split t as t1 · 2d + t0
6: tr ∈ B ← H(seedA‖t1)
7: pk = (seedA, t1), sk = (seedA,K, tr, s1, s2, t0)
8: end procedure

9: procedure Sign(sk,M)
10: Â ∈ Rk×`

q ← Expand(seedA)
11: µ ∈ {0, 1}512 ← H(tr‖M) . Hash m with public value tr
12: κ← 0; (z,h)← ⊥
13: if Deterministic then
14: ρ ∈ R`

q ← H(K‖µ) . Generate seed ρ using message and secret seed K
15: else
16: ρ ∈ R`

q ← SampleU () . Generate uniform seed ρ
17: end if
18: while (z,h) = ⊥ do . Start of Abort Loop
19: y← SampleY (ρ‖κ)
20: ŷ = NTT(y) . NTT(y)
21: w← INTT(Â ◦ ŷ); w1 ← HighBits(w) . w1 = HighBits(A · y)
22: c ∈ Rq ← H(µ‖w1) . Generate Sparse Challenge c
23: ĉ = NTT(c) . NTT(c)
24: z = INTT(ĉ ◦ ŝ1) + y . z = s1 · c+ y
25: . . .
26: Compute Hint Vector h
27: if Conditional Checks Not Satisfied then
28: (z,h) = ⊥
29: κ = κ+ 1
30: end if
31: end while
32: σ = (z,h, c)
33: end procedure

34: procedure Verify(pk,M, σ = (z,h, c))
35: µ ∈ {0, 1}512 ← H(tr‖M)
36: ĉ = NTT(c) . NTT(c)
37: w′1 := UseHint(h,A · z− INTT(ĉ ◦ t̂1 · 2d, 2γ2)
38: c̄ = H(µ,w′1)
39: if (c̄ == c) and (norm of z and h are valid) then
40: Return Pass
41: else
42: Return Fail
43: end if
44: end procedure

5. There are two variants of Dilithium: (1) Deterministic (2) Probabilistic/Randomized,
which only subtly differ in the way randomness is used in the signing procedure. The
signing procedure of the deterministic Dilithium does not utilize external randomness and
can generate only a single signature for a given message. The randomized variant however
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utilizes external randomness and thus generates a different signature, for a given message
in each execution.

Refer Alg.2 for the key generation, signing and verification procedures of Dilithium.
The functions SampleU , SampleB and Expand perform the same functions as in Kyber,
albeit with different parameters. Dilithium also uses a number of rounding functions such
as Power2Round, HighBits, LowBits, MakeHint and UseHint, whose details can be found in
[LDK+17]. The key generation procedure simply involves generation of an LWE instance
t (Line 4). Subsequently, the LWE instance is split into higher and lower order bits t1
and t0 respectively (Line 5), where t1 forms part of the public key, while t0 becomes part
of the secret key.

The signing procedure of Dilithium is based on the “Fiat-Shamir with Aborts” frame-
work where the signature is repeatedly generated and rejected until it satisfies a given set
of conditions [Lyu09]. The message m is first hashed with a public value tr to generate µ
(Line 11). The abort loop (Line 18-31) starts by generating an ephemeral nonce y ∈ R`

q,
using a seed ρ. For the deterministic variant, the seed ρ is obtained by hashing µ with
a secret nonce K (Line 14), while the probabilistic variant randomly samples the seed ρ
from a uniform distribution (Line 16). This is the only differentiator between the two
variants. The nonce y along with the public key component A is then used to calculate a
sparse challenge polynomial c ∈ Rq (Line 22), whose 60 coefficients are either ±1, while
the other 196 coefficients are 0. Subsequently, the challenge c, nonce y and secret s1,
are used to compute the primary signature component z (Line 24). Then, a hint vector
h is generated and output as part of the signature σ. The abort loop contains several
conditional checks (Line 27), which should be simultaneously satisfied to terminate the
abort loop and generate the signature σ = (z,h, c).

The verification procedure utilizes the signature σ and the public key pk to recompute
the challenge polynomial c̄ (Line 38), which is then compared with the received challenge
c, along with other checks (Line 39). If all the checks are satisified, then the verification is
successful, else it is a failure.

3 Prior Works
In this section, we discuss existing works that explore vulnerability of lattice-based
KEMs and digital signature schemes against fault-injection attacks and corresponding
countermeasures.

3.1 Fault Attacks on Signature Schemes
With respect to signature schemes, we focus on attacks targeting the signing and verification
procedure, while attacks on the key-generation procedure are considered out of scope.

3.1.1 Targeting the Signing Procedure

We categorize attacks on the signing procedure into the following categories, depending on
the type of fault models and target operations.

1. Randomization Faults

2. Skipping Faults

3. Zeroization Faults

1.Randomization Faults: The attack involves injection of random faults to either (1)
corrupt targeted variables or (2) alter control flow of the signing procedure.
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(a) Randomize_Secret_Key Attack: Bindel et al. [BBK16] reported the first fault vulnerabil-
ity analysis of lattice-based signature schemes such as GLP [GLP12] and BLISS [DDLL13],
based on the "Fiat-Shamir with Aborts" framework. They proposed to inject random
faults to change a single or few coefficients of the secret module s1 ∈ R`

q. The attacker
can subsequently utilize the knowledge of a few hundred faulty signatures to fully recover
s1. Knowledge of s1 alone is sufficient for an attacker to forge signatures of Dilithium, as
shown in [RJH+19,BP18].

Along the same lines, Islam et al. [IMS+22] recently presented a novel signature cor-
rection attack, which also works by injecting random bit flips in single coefficients of the
secret module s1, stored in memory. They utilize Rowhammer as an attack vector to inject
random bit flips, and subsequently utilized a signature correction algorithm on the faulty
signatures to recover the secret key. We henceforth refer to these attacks faulting the
secret key as Randomize_Secret_Key fault attacks.

Countermeasure against Randomize_Secret_Key attack: The faulty signatures generated
due to injection of randomization faults are invalid with an overwhelming probability.
Thus, verifying the validity of the generated signatures serves as a concrete countermeasure.
The countermeasure is also effective against any future fault attacks which produce invalid
signatures. We henceforth refer to this countermeasure as Verify_After_Sign countermea-
sure.

(b) Generic_DFA Attack: Bruinderink and Pessl [BP18] presented a powerful Differential
Fault Attack (DFA), particularly applicable to the deterministic variant of Dilithium,
whose modus operandi is as follows: the attacker has access to a signing oracle, and submits
a signature query for a randomly chosen message m. Let the primary signature component
be z = s1 · c+ y. The attacker then submits a signing query for the same message m, but
injects a random fault such that the corresponding faulty signature is z′ = s1 · c′+ y, which
is computed with the same nonce y, but with a different challenge polynomial c′. The
difference ∆z = z− z′ can be used to trivially recover the entire secret module s1, with
only a single faulty signature. The authors showed that a single random fault anywhere
within 68% of the execution time of the signing procedure can result in full key recovery,
thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of their attack. We henceforth refer to this attack
as the Generic_DFA attack on Dilithium.

Countermeasure against Generic_DFA attack: Similar to the Randomize_Secret_Key at-
tack, Generic_DFA attack also results in invalid signatures which do not pass verification.
Thus, the Verify_After_Sign countermeasure serves as a strong deterrent against the attack.
However, the authors of [BP18] also showed an interesting variant of their attack which
works by injecting faults during sampling of y, that results in valid signatures. Thus this
variant of their attack can bypass the Verify_After_Sign countermeasure.

2.Skipping Faults: This class of attacks work by injecting faults to skip targeted
instructions in the signing procedure.

(a) Loop_Abort Attack: Espitau et al. [EFGT16] presented a novel loop abort fault
attack on the signing procedure of BLISS, to prematurely abort the sampling of the nonce
y (equivalent to Line 19 in Alg.2). This results in generation of y with very low degree (i.e.)
with several zero coefficients. Utilization of such a sparse nonce y to generate signatures
leads to easy recovery of s1, even with a single such faulty signature [EFGT16]. We refer
to this attack as the Loop_Abort fault attack.

Countermeasure against Loop_Abort fault attack: The attack works by injecting faults in
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the value of y. Thus, the generated faulty signatures are valid. Thus, the attack can easily
bypass the Verify_After_Sign countermeasure. However, the attack can be mitigated using
implementation level countermeasures such as a loop counter, that keeps track of the
number of sampled coefficients of y. While one can argue that the countermeasure can
also be bypassed through faults, it is possible to design the countermeasure in a careful
manner, so as to avoid such trivial double fault injection attacks. The loop counter can
be implemented in the following manner. The number of coefficients of y ∈ R`

q is (` · n).
We sample a random integer g ∈ Z+. We initialize a loop counter lc to 0 and its value is
increased by g for every sampled coefficient of y. Subsequently, the generated signature σ
is stored in a temporary variable temp, and is copied one byte at a time to the output
variable sig (initialized with 0), only if the loop counter value is equal to the expected
value (` ·n · g). This comparison is done for every byte moved from temp to sig. In essence,
the signature is passed onto the output, only if all the coefficients of y have been sampled.

Such use of a dynamic loop counter whose value changes for every execution (lc = `·n·g),
provides increased resistance against double fault attacks, which target the loop counter
protection. Injection of very precise faults to force successful comparison is challenging to
achieve in practice. Moreover, simply skipping the loop counter comparison results in a zero
signature (sig = 0), which is not useful for an attacker. We refer to this countermeasure
as the Verify_Loop_Abort countermeasure.

(b) Skip_Addition Attack: Bindel et al. [BBK16] proposed theoretical skipping fault
attacks targeting the final addition operation used to generate z ∈ R`

q (Line 24 in Alg.2).
Skipping the addition of y ∈ R`

q with the product (s1 · c) ∈ R`
q, unmasks the coefficients of

the product (s1 · c), whose knowledge can be used to recover s1. While this is possible by
skipping the entire addition operation, Ravi et al. [RJH+19] proposed a more subtle fault
attack on the deterministic variant of Dilithium, which involves skipping of the addition
operation for single coefficients of z. An attacker can then use a DFA technique similar to
[BP18], to recover the secret module s1 in only a few hundred such faulty signatures. We
refer to these attacks as the Skip_Addition fault attacks.

Countermeasure against Skip_Addition attack: The dynamic loop counter protection
can be used to keep track of the number of addition operations to generate the primary
signature component z. However, the protection does not defeat attacks that skip addition
through corruption of underlying assembly instructions, that dont affect the loop counter.
In this respect, Ravi et al. [RJH+19] proposed to compute the addition operation in the
NTT domain (i.e.) compute z as INTT( ˆ(s1 ◦ ĉ) + ŷ). Thus, skipping fault in at least one
coefficient of z uniformly propagates the fault to all coefficients through the subsequent
INTT operation. This results in a invalid signature which is rejected by the conditional
check on ‖z‖∞ with a very high probability (Line 27 in Alg.2). We refer to this combined
countermeasure of using a dynamic loop counter along with addition in the NTT domain
as the Verify_Add countermeasure.

3.Zeroization Faults: Bindel et al. [BBK16] proposed theoretical fault attacks to zeroize
entire variables or a part of them to zero. They show that zeroizing the nonce y (Line 19)
as well as the challenge polynomial c (Line 22) generates faulty signatures which easily
compromise the secret key. We refer to these attacks together as the Zero_Fault attacks.
Though theoretically possible, such zeroization of entire polynomials/modules is not trivial
to achieve in practice, and the authors did not practically demonstrate such faults. We
refer to these attacks together as the Zero_Fault attacks.

Countermeasure against Zeroization attack: Zeroization of y through skipping faults,
can be protected using a well-designed loop counter protection, similar to that for the
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Verify_Loop_Abort countermeasure. On the other hand, zeroization of the challenge
polynomial c in the signing procedure leads to invalid signatures, which can be detected
through the Verify_After_Sign countermeasure. Moreover, one can also explicitly check
for such zeroization of variables through dedicated checking procedures.

3.1.2 Targeting the Verification Procedure

Unlike the signing procedure, the verification procedure has received much lesser attention
with respect to fault injection attacks. However, bypassing the final verification operation
(Line 39 in the Verify procedure of Alg.2) serves as a clear target for the attacker, and
thus has to be protected. We are only aware of the work of Bindel et al. [BBK16], who
showed that zeroization of the challenge polynomial c in the verification procedure, can
lead to successful verification of invalid signatures for any message, without knowledge
of the secret key. However, as stated earlier, such zeroization is not trivial to achieve in
practice. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been any practical fault
injection attacks demonstrated on the verification procedure of Dilithium.

3.2 Fault Attacks on KEMs
We start by briefly describing application of Kyber KEM in a key-exchange protocol,
before explaining the known fault attacks applicable to Kyber KEM. Refer Fig.2 for an
example key-exchange protocol that can be built using IND-CCA secure Kyber KEM. The
protocol is executed between two parties - Alice and Bob.

Alice starts by running the key-generation procedure (KeyGen) to generate her public-
private key pair (pk, sk), and subsequently sends the public key pk to Bob. Bob then runs
the encapsulation procedure (Encaps) procedure with the public key pk to generate the
ciphertext ct and the session key K. Bob shares the ciphertext ct with Alice, who uses
her secret key sk to generate the same shared session key K. Alice can choose to reuse
the public-private key pair (pk, sk) for multiple key-exchanges and this is referred to as a
static-key setting. However, Alice can also choose to use fresh key pairs (pk, sk) for every
new key-exchange, which we refer to as the ephemeral-key setting. In this scenario, it
is sufficient to perform key-exchange using the IND-CPA secure Kyber PKE. Here, Bob
and Alice utilize the CPA.Encrypt and CPA.Decrypt procedures respectively, instead of
the CCA.Encaps and CCA.Decaps to run the key-exchange protocol in the ephemeral-key
setting.

If the fault attacker has physical access to Alice, he/she can target the key-generation
and/or decapsulation procedure. If the attacker has physical access to Bob, then he/she
can target the encapsulation procedure. In this work, we only consider attacks on the key-
generation and encapsulation procedure, and thus attacks on the decapsulation procedure
are considered out of scope.

3.2.1 Faulting the Key-Generation and Encryption/Encapsulation Procedure

The key-generation procedure is attractive for fault injection in an ephemeral setting,
since it is performed for every new key exchange by Alice. Injection of faults in the
key-generation procedure could lead to faulty public-keys that could easily compromise the
secret key. An attacker can also target the encapsulation procedure through fault injection
to produce faulty ciphertexts ct′, which can compromise the corresponding secret message
m. The encapsulation procedure is performed for every new key-exchange, and thus serves
as an attractive target for the attacker for message recovery attacks.

In this respect, Ravi et al. [RRB+19] proposed the first practical fault attack for
KEMs, targeting the key-generation and encryption procedure of schemes such as Ky-
ber, NewHope and Frodo. The attack targets byte sized nonces, which are used during
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Alice

<latexit sha1_base64="uL8TnUHUw7j8ox+upzZrv0CzoRo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9RLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZh/MzCphyX948aCIV//Fm3/jZLMHTSwYKKq66ZryYsGVtu1vq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aKkokwyaLRCQ7HlUoeIhNzbXATiyRBp7Atje+mfntR5SKR+G9nsToBnQYcp8zqo300AuoHik/vRKc4bRfrthVOwNZJk5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSwIMNRNUqa5jx9pNqdScCZyWeonCmLIxHWLX0JAGqNw0Sz0lJ0YZED+S5oWaZOrvjZQGSk0Cz0xmKRe9mfif1020f+mmPIwTjSGbH/ITQXREZhWQAZfItJgYQpnkJithIyop06aokinBWfzyMmmdVZ1a9fyuVqlf53UU4QiO4RQcuIA63EIDmsBAwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8AfW5w/ezZLD</latexit>

Bob

<latexit sha1_base64="07HMAa451WlFUpzYM4NEP6jUlSQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZelblxWsA/oDCWTZtrQTDIkGaEM/Q03LhRx68+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OmHCmjet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1TJVhHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2DDOc9hNFcRxy2gundwu/90SVZlI8mllCgxiPBYsYwcZKvh9jM9FR1pLhfFituXU3B1onXkFqUKA9rH75I0nSmApDONZ64LmJCTKsDCOczit+qmmCyRSP6cBSgWOqgyzPPEcXVhmhSCr7hEG5+nsjw7HWszi0k3nGVW8h/ucNUhPdBhkTSWqoIMtDUcqRkWhRABoxRYnhM0swUcxmRWSCFSbG1lSxJXirX14n3au616hfPzRqzVZRRxnO4BwuwYMbaMI9tKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AFcTkeQ=</latexit>

ct

<latexit sha1_base64="kgx1gOXYdtvsvnnQjVUg3gvwIAM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilB4b9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszTiCpmkxnQ9N0E/oxoFk3xa6qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbP5pdOyZlVBiSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFklr2Z+J/XTTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2NhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVowynZELzll1dJ66Lq1aqX97VK/SaPowgncArn4MEV1OEOGtAEBiE8wyu8OWPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AJ4jjW0=</latexit>

(pk, sk) CCA.KeyGen

<latexit sha1_base64="zvEbZK8+aYrTmIjxy1iMR42GOIU=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMYQcKuRPQYzUHBSwTzgCSE2UlvMuzs7DIzq4Qln+DFX/HiQRGvHr35N04eB00saCiquunuciPOlLbtbyu1sLi0vJJezaytb2xuZbd3aiqMJYUqDXkoGy5RwJmAqmaaQyOSQAKXQ931yyO/fg9SsVDc6UEE7YD0BPMYJdpInexhPvKPsfKPcIuDp4mU4QNuBUT3lZeUyxeFGxhcgRh2sjm7YI+B54kzJTk0RaWT/Wp1QxoHIDTlRKmmY0e6nRCpGeUwzLRiBRGhPulB01BBAlDtZPzQEB8YpYu9UJoSGo/V3xMJCZQaBK7pHJ86643E/7xmrL3zdsJEFGsQdLLIiznWIR6lg7tMAtV8YAihkplbMe0TSag2GWZMCM7sy/OkdlJwioXT22KudDmNI4320D7KIwedoRK6RhVURRQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Jq0pazqzi/7A+vwBJVKcEA==</latexit>

pk

<latexit sha1_base64="zzb1sE+F+z9tiBPLAEBTCANULgc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0kIz75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpySDcFbfnmVtC6qXq16eV+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB6RAjXE=</latexit>

(ct, K) CCA.Encaps(pk)

<latexit sha1_base64="gn/s61aHILq/LnAqEfYswMK0bRI=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAYhAQm7EtFjNAiClwjmAUkIs5PZZMjs7DLTq4Ql3+DFX/HiQRGvnrz5N04eB00saCiquunu8iLBNTjOt5VaWl5ZXUuvZzY2t7Z37N29mg5jRVmVhiJUDY9oJrhkVeAgWCNSjASeYHVvUB779XumNA/lHQwj1g5IT3KfUwJG6tj5HIXjmzxuCeYDUSp8wK2AQF/7Sbl8UbiSlER6lIsG+Y6ddQrOBHiRuDOSRTNUOvZXqxvSOGASqCBaN10ngnZCFHAq2CjTijWLCB2QHmsaKknAdDuZvDTCR0bpYj9UpiTgifp7IiGB1sPAM52Tc+e9sfif14zBP28nXEYxMEmni/xYYAjxOB/c5YpREENDCFXc3IppnyhCwaSYMSG48y8vktpJwS0WTm+L2dLlLI40OkCHKIdcdIZK6BpVUBVR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2pqzZzD76A+vzB2DknLA=</latexit>

(K) CCA.Decaps(ct, sk)

<latexit sha1_base64="DovIdhyiRUvepS9AMef4TLTDoa4=">AAACEnicbVDJSgNBEO2Je9xGPXppDEICEmYkokc1HgQvEYwKmSH0dGpMk56F7holDPkGL/6KFw+KePXkzb+xsxzcHhQ83quiql6QSqHRcT6twtT0zOzc/EJxcWl5ZdVeW7/USaY4NHkiE3UdMA1SxNBEgRKuUwUsCiRcBb360L+6BaVFEl9gPwU/YjexCAVnaKS2XSmfVagnIUSmVHJHvYhhV4d5vX5UPQHOUj0oc9zRvUrbLjlVZwT6l7gTUiITNNr2h9dJeBZBjFwyrVuuk6KfM4WCSxgUvUxDyniP3UDL0JhFoP189NKAbhulQ8NEmYqRjtTvEzmLtO5HgekcXfzbG4r/ea0MwwM/F3GaIcR8vCjMJMWEDvOhHaGAo+wbwrgS5lbKu0wxjibFognB/f3yX3K5W3Vr1b3zWunweBLHPNkkW6RMXLJPDskpaZAm4eSePJJn8mI9WE/Wq/U2bi1Yk5kN8gPW+xdYC5yp</latexit>

Figure 2: Key-Exchange protocol using IND-CCA secure Kyber KEM
sampling of secrets and errors to generate LWE instances. They demonstrate that a
single or few targeted faults can be used to force nonce reuse, which results in sampling
of the same/similar secrets and errors (s = e). This results in generation of weak LWE
instances in the key generation and encryption procedure, that leads to trivial key recovery
and message recovery attacks. We henceforth refer to this attack as the Nonce_Fault attack.

Countermeasure against Nonce_Fault attack: It is possible to utilize a dedicated veri-
fication procedure, which checks for the equality of the polynomials of the secret and error
modules. Even if one of the polynomials of the secret/error is found to be equal, then the
key-generation or encapsulation procedure can be aborted. Moreover, this dedicated verifi-
cation procedure can be fortified with an additional loop counter protection so as to ensure
that the verification procedure is not bypassed using a double fault attack (refer Section
3.1.1). A valid public key is generated at the output, only if the verification procedure is
completed (successful loop counter check) and the verification procedure passes. On the
other hand, a random public-key or ciphertext is generated as the output if the verification
procedure is incomplete (failure in loop counter check) or the verification procedure fails.
We refer to this countermeasure as the Verify_Nonce_Fault countermeasure.

3.2.2 Faulting the Decapsulation Procedure

To our knowledge, all remaining fault attacks applicable to lattice-based KEMs such as
Kyber target the decapsulation procedure, to recover the long-term secret key.

Pessl and Prokop proposed a novel fault-assisted chosen-ciphertext attack [PP21] on
Kyber KEM. Their attack works by injecting targeted faults in the message decoding
operation, and subsequently utilizing information about the success/failure of decapsulation,
as a decryption failure oracle. This information can be utilized by an attacker to recover
the long term secret key in a few thousand chosen-ciphertext queries. While this attack
can be thwarted by shuffling the message decoding operation, Hermelink et al. [HPP21]
proposed an improved attack that can defeat the shuffling protection, but relies on a
slightly stronger fault model of injecting targeted bit flip faults in memory. Delvaux [Del22]
further improved the attack of Hermelink et al. [HPP21] by expanding the attack surface
to several operations within the decapsulation procedure, while also working with a variety
of more relaxed fault models. However, their attack requires a tens to thousands of fault
to recover the secret key, as they rely on weaker and relaxed fault models.

Xagawa et al. [XIU+21] demonstrated that the obvious target of the final equality
check in the decapsulation procedure can be easily skipped in several lattice-based KEMs
such as Kyber KEM. The fault has the effect of downgrading the security of KEMs from
CCA security to CPA security, which results in key recovery in a chosen-ciphertext setting.
We do not delve deeper into attacks on the decapsulation procedure, as they are considered
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out of scope of this work.
In summary, please refer to Tab.1 for a tabulation of the fault attacks and corresponding

countermeasures for Kyber (key generation and encryption/encapsulation procedure) and
Dilithium (signing procedure).

Table 1: Tabulation of known fault attacks and countermeasures for the key generation
(KeyGen) and encapsulation (Encaps) procedure of Kyber KEM and signing procedure
(Sign) of Dilithium.

Attack Countermeasure

Kyber (KeyGen, Encaps)

Nonce_Fault [RRB+19] Verify_Nonce_Fault

Dilithium (Sign)

Randomize_Secret_Key [BBK16,
IMS+22]

Verify_After_Sign

Generic_DFA [BP18] Verify_After_Sign

Loop_Abort [EFGT16] Verify_Loop_Abort

Skip_Addition [BBK16,RJH+19] Verify_Add

Zero_Fault [BBK16] Verify_After_Sign,Verify_Loop_Abort

3.2.3 Motivation

Our survey of fault attacks on KEMs and signature schemes reveal that existing attacks
are orthogonal in nature, with most attacks being specific either to KEMs or signature
schemes. In this respect, we identify the Number Theoretic Transform (NTT) as a
commonality, which is used in both lattice-based KEMs and signature schemes. It is a
critical computational kernel, especially used in both Kyber and Dilithium to accelerate
polynomial multiplication, and also manipulates sensitive intermediate variables including
secret keys. The NTT has been target of several side-channel attacks [PPM17a,PP19,
MBM+22,HHP+21]. The inherent properties of the NTT have also been exploited to
perform cold-boot attacks [ADP18], where the attacker attempts to recover the secret
key of LWE-based schemes from noisy versions of the key. However, there are no known
studies on understanding the vulnerability of NTT to fault injection attacks. Moreover, a
fault vulnerability exploiting the inherent nature of the NTT, if exists, can be potentially
used to exploit multiple post-quantum cryptographic schemes, which utilize NTT for fast
and efficient polynomial multiplication.

Given its widespread usage in several schemes, it becomes imperative to analyze its
susceptibility to FIA and identify suitable countermeasures for protection. Moreover,
the uniform structure of the NTT based on the "butterfly" network, makes it especially
interesting to analyze from the perspective of fault injection attacks. Thus in this work,
we perform the first fault injection analysis of the NTT, and analyze its applicability
to lattice-based schemes. We identify a critical vulnerability within the NTT operation,
which can be exploited in a variety of different open-source software implementations from
independent designers. Moreover, all our proposed attacks only require a single targeted
fault to be injected within the target procedure. Moreover, we also show that our attacks
can bypass most fault countermeasures against existing attacks on lattice-based KEMs
and signature schemes.
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4 Fault Vulnerability of NTT
4.1 Intuition
We start by analyzing a single CT butterfly operation (described in Eqn.4), commonly
used to implement the forward NTT. Its inputs are (x0, x1) ∈ Zq, twiddle constant w, and
outputs are (y0, y1) = ((x0 + x1 ·w), (x0 − x1 ·w)). We consider the possibility of injecting
faults to zeroize the twiddle factor w. As a result, the faulty outputs of the butterfly are
(y∗0 , y∗1) = (x0, x0), with no effect of x1 on the faulty output. We now extend the same
fault to all the butterflies in a single stage of NTT (Refer to Stage-1 of NTT in Fig.1). Let
the input to the stage be xi for i ∈ [0, n− 1] and its output be yi for i ∈ [0, n− 1]. If all of
its twiddle constants are 0, then the output is given as:

yi =
{
xi, for i < n/2
xi−(n/2), otherwise

(6)

We observe that the entropy of the output is reduced by half. If we extend the same
fault to the entire NTT, then the final output of NTT x̂ is simply x̂i = x0 ∀ i ∈ [0, n− 1].
In essence, the entropy of the output is reduced by half for every stage, with the final
output only containing a single element x0 repeated n times. Thus, zeroizing the twiddle
constants produces a faulty output with very low entropy. If this faulty NTT output is
utilized for polynomial multiplication with z ∈ Rq (i.e.) x · z ∈ Rq, then the faulty product
is x∗ · z ∈ Rq where x∗ is given as,

x∗i =
{
x0, if i = 0
0, otherwise

(7)

Thus, faulting the NTT of x in this manner has the effect of implicitly changing x to x∗
with low entropy, with only a single non-zero coefficient. While this applies for schemes
such as Dilithium which utilize a complete NTT, Kyber utilizes an incomplete NTT with
last stage skipped. The implicitly modified faulty input x∗ in case of Kyber KEM is given
as:

x∗i =
{
xi, for i = {0, 1}
0, otherwise

(8)

with two non-zero coefficients. Thus, the entropy of the faulty input x∗ depends upon
the number of stages in the NTT. While zeroization of all the twiddle constants comes
across as a strong assumption, we have identified a critical fault vulnerability in practical
implementations of NTT in several schemes, which enables zeroization of twiddle constants
with only a single targeted fault.

4.2 Analyzing Practical NTT Implementations
We utilize the optimized implementation of Kyber KEM from the pqm4 library for 32-
bit ARM Cortex-M4 based microcontrollers [KRSS19] for our analysis2. We compiled
our implementations using the arm-none-eabi-gcc compiler, with the highest compiler
optimization level -O3. We analyzed the compiled assembly code using an On-Chip
Debugger to better understand the utilization of twiddle constants within the NTT/INTT
computation.

2Our analysis and experiments were carried out on the NTT implementations of Kyber and Dilithium
corresponding to the commit hash cf6f358c05db8a4e416561801bb4920d05b3bbb1, and were available in
the pqm4 library until Jan 31, 2022. However, our attacks also apply in the same manner to the most
recent NTT implementations in the pqm4 library.
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Algorithm 3 Assembly Optimized NTT of Kyber in pqm4 library [KRSS19] (Simplified)
1: ldr r1, [pc, #4] . Loading twiddle-ptr from address (pc+4) to register r1
2:
3: ***Start of NTT Assembly Routine***
4:
5: n← 16
6: while n > 0 do . First stage (Stage 1,2,3)
7: load poly
8: ldrh twiddle, [twiddle-ptr] . Loading twiddle from twiddle-ptr
9: doublebutterfly (poly, twiddle)
10: ldr twiddle, [twiddle-ptr, #2] . Loading twiddle from (twiddle-ptr+2)
11: doublebutterfly (poly, twiddle)
12: · · ·
13: n−−
14: end while
15: add twiddle-ptr, #14 . Incrementing twiddle-ptr by 14 for next stage
16: n← 8
17: while n > 0 do . Second stage (Stage 4,5,6)
18: m← 2
19: while m > 0 do
20: load poly
21: ldrh twiddle, [twiddle-ptr] . Loading twiddle from twiddle-ptr
22: doublebutterfly (poly, twiddle)
23: ldr twiddle, [twiddle-ptr, #2] . Loading twiddle from (twiddle-ptr+2)
24: doublebutterfly (poly, twiddle)
25: · · ·
26: m−−
27: end while
28: add twiddle-ptr, #14 . Incrementing twiddle-ptr by 14 for next stage
29: n−−
30: · · · . Last stage (Stage 7)
31: end while

Refer Alg.3 for a simplified pseudo-code of the assembly optimized NTT routine of
Kyber. The twiddle constants are pre-computed and stored as a constant array at a
particular address in the flash memory (during compile time), denoted as T. This base
address T of the twiddle constant array is also stored as a 32-bit value at a given location
in the flash memory. Once the NTT routine is called, the base address T is first loaded
from flash memory (in our case, the address is (pc + 4) where pc is the program counter)
into register r1 using the ldr instruction (Line 1 colored in red). The base address T in
r1 is then used as a pointer to reference different constants in the twiddle constant array
(Lines 8,10,15,21,23,28 colored in orange). We therefore refer to T as the twiddle pointer.

We make a key observation that the address for all the twiddle constants are calculated
using the twiddle pointer T. If an attacker can fault the twiddle pointer from T to T∗
(Line 1), then all the twiddle constants for the NTT are retrieved from a modified address
T∗. If T∗ points to a memory location filled with zeros, then all the twiddle constants
are essentially zeroized with only a single fault. This, therefore serves as a single point
of failure to zeroize all the twiddle constants of a target NTT, which we refer to as the
twiddle-pointer vulnerability of the NTT.

To zeroize the twiddle constants using a single fault, there are two main conditions:

1. Condition-1: Fault the twiddle pointer T to T∗, when loaded from flash memory.

2. Condition-2: The faulty twiddle pointer T∗ points to an array filled with zeros.
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4.2.1 Condition-1: Faulting Data Loaded from Flash Memory

Faulting the data loaded from flash memory to the register was first reported by Menu et
al. [MBD+19] using Electromagnetic Fault Injection (EMFI) on an ARM Cortex-M3 based
microcontroller. They demonstrated the ability to perform both bit-set and bit-reset faults
on the fetched data, at a byte-level precision with up to 100% repeatability. They show
that the data prefetch buffer which is loaded with data from flash memory is sensitive to
fault injection. Thus, the faults are not injected on static data stored in flash memory, but
data in transit, when loaded from the flash memory to the registers.

The same fault model has also been used in a recent work by Soleimany et al. [SBH+22]
on the ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller, to demonstrate Persistent Fault Analysis on block
ciphers using EMFI. As we show later in Sec.7, we were also able to achieve the same fault
model on a similar ARM Cortex-M4 device with a very high repeatability (up to 100%).

4.2.2 Condition-2: Retrieving Zero Data from Memory Access

We also require that the memory accesses from the faulty twiddle pointer T∗ results in fetch
of a zero twiddle constant array. This naturally raises a question of how many locations in
the target’s addressable memory result in fetch of a zero array. We therefore performed
an empirical memory analysis on our DUT, (i.e.) STM32F407VG microcontroller (ARM
Cortex-M4), to estimate the probability of fetching a zero array from a random 32-bit
address. For each memory access, there are three possible outcomes: (1) Zero array -
Success (2) Non-zero array - Failure and (3) Hard Fault due to illegal memory access -
Failure. In several instances, we also observe that the CPU can fetch zero data, even if
the faulty address is not mapped to a physical memory such as Flash/SRAM. For 10k
random memory accesses, we obtained a reasonably high success rate of ≈ 20− 25% to
retrieve a zero twiddle constant array. Only ≈ 0.1% memory accesses led to retrieval of
non-zero data, while all the remaining memory accesses led to a hard fault, where the
device becomes unresponsive. We do agree that the obtained numbers are not fixed for a
given device, but significantly depend upon factors such as memory initialization, memory
utilization by concurrent software or other peripherals etc. We performed our experiments
on our DUT (i.e.) STM32F407 MCU, which only runs the memory test program and the
DUT has been configured based on the pqm4 library. But, what is interesting to note is
that retrieval of data from memory locations that are not mapped to any physical memory
location also return zeros.

After identifying fault parameters that satisfy both the conditions with high repeatabil-
ity, during an initial profiling, the attacker can achieve 100% attack success as shown later
in Sec. 7. Our practical experiments yield a very high fault repeatability (up to 100%) to
zeroize all the twiddle constants using a single fault in both Kyber and Dilithium.

4.2.3 On targeting the input to the NTT:

Our analysis of the NTT implementations in Kyber and Dilithium revealed that coefficients
of the NTT input are also accessed using a single pointer variable (denoted as input pointer
P). On first glance, it might appear that a single fault on the input pointer P can also
zeroize the entire NTT input. However, this pointer is not susceptible to EMFI, at least
in the same manner as the twiddle pointer. Unlike the constant twiddle array, whose
pointer/address is fetched from the flash memory, the NTT input is a variable whose
address P is calculated on the fly using arithmetic instructions, and not fetched from flash
memory. Thus, the input pointer P is not exposed to EMFI in the same way as the twiddle
pointer T. Moreover, it is not clear how P can be faulted using EMFI or other attack
vectors.

Even if the attacker can fault the input pointer, there are significant challenges. The
input pointer P is dynamically computed several times within a single execution of the
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target procedure (key generation, encapsulation, signing or verification) in Kyber/Dilithium.
So, all the computations pertaining to P need to be faulted to ensure that the faulty
value is used throughout the computation. Otherwise, the faulty output is of no use to
the attacker. Establishing such precise synchronization to fault every time instance when
P is manipulated is very hard to achieve in practice. This also requires a very detailed
knowledge about the implementation at the assembly level. On the other hand, faulting
the pointer to twiddle factors only needs to be done once for the target NTT operation.
Thus, we argue that NTT’s twiddle pointer serves as an easier target for an attacker for
practical fault injection attacks.

4.2.4 On Pointer Protection/Integrity in Software Implementations

There are several works that have demonstrated the ability to exploit pointer manipu-
lation to perform control flow hijacking attacks [Sha07, CXS+05,HSA+16]. These are
typically software attacks which typically exploit memory corruption vulnerabilities such
as buffer overflows. Thus, there are several proposals such as software stack protection,
randomized stack/heap, address space layout randomization (ASLR) and pointer au-
thentication [LNW+19,YPK+22,SMD+13]. While these mitigation techniques typically
cater to software attacks, it is not clear if they can also prevent hardware attacks such
as transient fault injection. Moreover, these protections are typically available in the
higher-end processors such as x86-64 and ARM Cortex-A based processors, while we are
not aware of such countermeasures in embedded microcontrollers such as ARM Cortex-M
based devices.

A designer can implement dedicated and custom software countermeasures to protect
data pointers, particularly for cryptographic implementations. In this respect, utilization
of parity checks or dummy registers for redundant loading of target data pointer could be
used as potential countermeasures. However, it is possible that the designer only chooses to
protect pointers to sensitive data such as secret keys and sensitive intermediate variables,
while not choosing to protect pointers to public data such as public keys and constants.
We however demonstrate that manipulating public data such as twiddle factors can also
lead to devastating attacks compromising the security of lattice-based KEMs and signature
schemes. Moreover, we are not aware of any prior work that faults data pointers to a
memory location filled with zeros, at least in the context of attacks on post-quantum
cryptographic schemes.

4.2.5 Analysis of Multiple Open-Source Implementations

We performed an analysis of several independently designed optimized implementations
of the NTT for Kyber and Dilithium, for our DUT (i.e.) ARM Cortex-M4 based mi-
crocontroller. Our motivation was to analyze the manipulation of twiddle − pointer in
different NTT implementations. We can positively confirm that the same twiddle-pointer
vulnerability could be identified in three different NTT implementations of Kyber based on
the works of Botros et al. [BKS19], Alkim et al. [ABCG20] and Amin et al. [AHKS22]. We
also observed the same behaviour in the NTT implementations for Dilithium, based on the
works of Guneysu et al. [GKOS18], Greconici et al. [GKS21] and Amin et al. [AHKS22].
Thus, the twiddle-pointer has been manipulated in the same manner, across several inde-
pendently developed optimized implementations of NTT, which result in the presence in
the twiddle-pointer vulnerability in all the assembly optimized implementations of NTT
for the ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller.
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4.3 Applicability to SCA Countermeasures
We now discuss the applicability of our attack to SCA countermeasures such as shuffling
and masking.

4.3.1 Applicability to Shuffling Countermeasures

Shuffling countermeasures are commonly used in varying degrees to protect against side-
channel attacks and fault injection attacks. Our proposed attack only requires to corrupt
the twiddle factor data through pointer manipulation. Thus, shuffling the order of
operations before, after or during the target NTT operation does not deter our attack,
as long as the twiddle factors are zeroized. Recently, Ravi et al. [RPBC20] proposed
shuffled NTT implementations, intended to protect against single trace side-channel
attacks [PP19,PPM17b]. Validating our hypothesis, we experimentally verified that the
shuffled NTT implementation can be attacked in the same manner as the unprotected
NTT,as shown later in Section 7.4.1.

4.3.2 Applicability to Masking Countermeasures

Masking countermeasures for Kyber and Dilithium against SCA typically work by additively
splitting the secret into multiple shares and independently computing over them. We
consider a typical masked implementation of Kyber with t shares (i.e.) protected against
SCA attack of order (t− 1). The secret x ∈ Rq is additively split in the following manner:
x = (x1 + x2 + . . .+ xt) where xi ∈ Rq for i ∈ [1, t] denote the t additive shares. Thus,
NTT over x is computed by performing NTT over all the individual shares (i.e.) NTT(xi)
for i ∈ [1, t] since NTT(x) =

∑i=1
i=(t) NTT(xt). Let us consider the effect of faulting the

twiddle factors of all these NTTs to zero. Thus, the coefficients of the faulty NTT output
of each share xi for i ∈ [1, t] is given as:

(x̂i)j = (xi)0, ∀ j ∈ [0, n− 1] (9)

where (xi)0 denotes the first coefficient of the polynomial xi. Thus, the coefficients of the
faulty NTT output of the unshared secret x is nothing but:

(x̂)j = (x1)0 + (x2)0 + . . .+ (xt)0, ∀ j ∈ [0, n− 1] (10)

If the faulty NTT shares are used for polynomial multiplication, then the modified faulty
secret x∗ is nothing but,

x∗i =
{

(x1)0 + (x2)0 + . . .+ (xt)0, if i = 0
0, otherwise

(11)

where the sum ((x1)0 + (x2)0 + . . .+ (xt)0) is nothing but x0. Thus, faulting the NTT
of all the individual shares of x generates the same output as faulting the NTT over the
unshared polynomial x (Refer Eqn.7). We have experimentally validated the above concept
through fault simulations for the NTT used in both Kyber and Dilithium. Thus, our
proposed attack is also applicable to masked implementations, albeit with increase in the
number of targeted faults depending upon the number of shares t of the target polynomial.

5 Practical Attacks on Kyber
In this section, we propose novel key recovery and message recovery attacks on Kyber
exploiting the twiddle-pointer fault vulnerability. Our analysis utilizes the algorithm of
CPA secure PKE of Kyber in Alg.1 for explanation. We utilize the key exchange protocol
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Alice

<latexit sha1_base64="uL8TnUHUw7j8ox+upzZrv0CzoRo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9RLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZh/MzCphyX948aCIV//Fm3/jZLMHTSwYKKq66ZryYsGVtu1vq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aKkokwyaLRCQ7HlUoeIhNzbXATiyRBp7Atje+mfntR5SKR+G9nsToBnQYcp8zqo300AuoHik/vRKc4bRfrthVOwNZJk5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSwIMNRNUqa5jx9pNqdScCZyWeonCmLIxHWLX0JAGqNw0Sz0lJ0YZED+S5oWaZOrvjZQGSk0Cz0xmKRe9mfif1020f+mmPIwTjSGbH/ITQXREZhWQAZfItJgYQpnkJithIyop06aokinBWfzyMmmdVZ1a9fyuVqlf53UU4QiO4RQcuIA63EIDmsBAwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8AfW5w/ezZLD</latexit>

Bob

<latexit sha1_base64="07HMAa451WlFUpzYM4NEP6jUlSQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZelblxWsA/oDCWTZtrQTDIkGaEM/Q03LhRx68+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OmHCmjet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1TJVhHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2DDOc9hNFcRxy2gundwu/90SVZlI8mllCgxiPBYsYwcZKvh9jM9FR1pLhfFituXU3B1onXkFqUKA9rH75I0nSmApDONZ64LmJCTKsDCOczit+qmmCyRSP6cBSgWOqgyzPPEcXVhmhSCr7hEG5+nsjw7HWszi0k3nGVW8h/ucNUhPdBhkTSWqoIMtDUcqRkWhRABoxRYnhM0swUcxmRWSCFSbG1lSxJXirX14n3au616hfPzRqzVZRRxnO4BwuwYMbaMI9tKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AFcTkeQ=</latexit>

Eve

<latexit sha1_base64="40K9d/gahiqnHptSNmAv0ZCZsMs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFkUwWUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZSaGE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO0yy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUVnEqKbZozGPZDYhCzgS2NNMcu4lEEgUcO8H4bu53JigVi8WTniboR2QoWMgo0UbyvIjokQqz+wnO+tWaU3dy2KvELUgNCjT71S9vENM0QqEpJ0r1XCfRfkakZpTjrOKlChNCx2SIPUMFiVD5WZ55Zp8ZZWCHsTRPaDtXf29kJFJqGgVmMs+47M3F/7xeqsMbP2MiSTUKujgUptzWsT0vwB4wiVTzqSGESmay2nREJKHa1FQxJbjLX14l7Yu6e1m/erysNW6LOspwAqdwDi5cQwMeoAktoJDAM7zCm5VaL9a79bEYLVnFzjH8gfX5A2rhkfE=</latexit>

ct

<latexit sha1_base64="kgx1gOXYdtvsvnnQjVUg3gvwIAM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilB4b9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszTiCpmkxnQ9N0E/oxoFk3xa6qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbP5pdOyZlVBiSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFklr2Z+J/XTTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2NhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVowynZELzll1dJ66Lq1aqX97VK/SaPowgncArn4MEV1OEOGtAEBiE8wyu8OWPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AJ4jjW0=</latexit>

(pk⇤, sk⇤) CCA.KeyGen

<latexit sha1_base64="/ap4QDNR7SBUgFYzU+ltO3HI5Kg=">AAACHXicbZBNSwMxEIazflu/qh69BIugIGVXKnpUe1DwomBroVtLNp3V0Gx2SWaVsvSPePGvePGgiAcv4r8xrRW09YXAwzszZOYNEikMuu6nMzY+MTk1PTObm5tfWFzKL69UTZxqDhUey1jXAmZACgUVFCihlmhgUSDhMmiXe/XLW9BGxOoCOwk0InatRCg4Q2s186XNpH2V+cxgd9v80Bb1JYTItI7vqB8xvDFhVi4fFk+hcwyq28wX3KLbFx0FbwAFMtBZM//ut2KeRqCQS2ZM3XMTbGRMo+ASujk/NZAw3mbXULeoWASmkfWv69IN67RoGGv7FNK++3siY5ExnSiwnf1Vh2s9879aPcVwv5EJlaQIin9/FKaSYkx7UdGW0MBRdiwwroXdlfIbphlHG2jOhuANnzwK1Z2iVyrunpcKB0eDOGbIGlknm8Qje+SAnJAzUiGc3JNH8kxenAfnyXl13r5bx5zBzCr5I+fjC947omY=</latexit>

pk⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="LNc1CO7usaLkGlH+g9FVUVptkkg=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cK9kPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbTSQzJ6zLrU4KRXrrhVdwayTLycVCBHvVf+6vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk9K3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ7OAJObFKn4SxtqWQzNTfExmNjBlHge2MKA7NojcV//M6KYZXfiZUkiJXbL4oTCXBmEy/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtRiUbgrf48jJpnlW98+rF3Xmldp3HUYQjOIZT8OASanALdWgAgwie4RXeHO28OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPOHuQsQ==</latexit>

(ct, K) CCA.Encaps(pk⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="7xNHZyr0Uea6cyqfajdxMFY4wQc=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEN34bf2qevSyWIQKUhKp6FEtguBFwdpCU8tku9Glm03YnSgl9G948a948aCIRz35b9zWHrT1wcDjvRlm5gWJFAZd98uZmJyanpmdm88tLC4tr+RX165MnGrGqyyWsa4HYLgUildRoOT1RHOIAslrQafS92t3XBsRq0vsJrwZwY0SoWCAVmrl3SLDnbNt6kseImgd31M/Arw1YVapHJVOFIPE9IpJ5zrzwWBvu5UvuCV3ADpOvCEpkCHOW/kPvx2zNOIKmQRjGp6bYDMDjYJJ3sv5qeEJsA7c8IalCiJumtngsx7dskqbhrG2pZAO1N8TGUTGdKPAdg6uHvX64n9eI8XwoJkJlaTIFftZFKaSYkz7MdG20Jyh7FoCTAt7K2W3oIGhDTNnQ/BGXx4nV7slr1zauygXDo+HccyRDbJJisQj++SQnJJzUiWMPJAn8kJenUfn2Xlz3n9aJ5zhzDr5A+fzG1itn/A=</latexit>

(sk⇤) RecoverSK(pk⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="CqoBDjklwAX9aVYXydFLUxBuuXs=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6KTNS0WXRjeCmPqpCp5ZMeqcNzUyG5I5Shv6IG3/FjQtFXLgR/8a0FvF1IHA451xy7wkSKQy67rszMTk1PTObm8vPLywuLRdWVs+NSjWHOldS6cuAGZAihjoKlHCZaGBRIOEi6B0M/Ytr0Eao+Az7CTQj1olFKDhDK7UKlZLpXWU+MzjYor6EEJnW6ob6EcOuCbMT4MrOnx4NSslXsFUoumV3BPqXeGNSJGPUWoVXv614GkGMXDJjGp6bYDNjGgWXMMj7qYGE8R7rQMPSmEVgmtnougHdtEqbhkrbFyMdqd8nMhYZ048Cmxwt/dsbiv95jRTDvWYm4iRFiPnnR2EqKSo6rIq2hQaOsm8J41rYXSnvMs042kLztgTv98l/yfl22auUd44rxer+uI4cWScbpEQ8skuq5JDUSJ1wckvuySN5cu6cB+fZefmMTjjjmTXyA87bB3Glosc=</latexit>

(K) CCA.Decaps(sk⇤, ct)

<latexit sha1_base64="wzJf31n39rb5mf3X9zak/Xz0PDI=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDEIECbsS0aMaD4IXBaNCNobeSa8OmX0w06uEJb/hxV/x4kERj3ryb5zEHHwVNBRV3XR3BamShlz3wxkZHRufmJyaLszMzs0vFBeXzkySaYF1kahEXwRgUMkY6yRJ4UWqEaJA4XnQqfX98xvURibxKXVTbEZwFctQCiArtYpu+Wid+wpDAq2TW+5HQNcmzGu1vcoBCkhNr2w6l7kPhnobgtZbxZJbcQfgf4k3JCU2xHGr+Oa3E5FFGJNQYEzDc1Nq5qBJCoW9gp8ZTEF04AoblsYQoWnmg896fM0qbR4m2lZMfKB+n8ghMqYbBbZzcPhvry/+5zUyCneauYzTjDAWX4vCTHFKeD8m3pYaBamuJSC0tLdycQ0aBNkwCzYE7/fLf8nZZsWrVrZOqqXd/WEcU2yFrbIy89g222WH7JjVmWB37IE9sWfn3nl0XpzXr9YRZzizzH7Aef8EUZGf6Q==</latexit>

Figure 3: Kyber-Key-Recovery attack on key exchange protocol built upon IND-CCA
secure Kyber KEM
described in Fig.2, run between Alice and Bob to describe our key recovery and message
recovery attacks. Eve is the attacker who targets the key-generation procedure of Alice for
key recovery or the encryption/encapsulation procedure of Bob for message recovery.

5.1 Targeting Key Generation for Key Recovery
Our key recovery attack targets the NTTs in the key generation procedure, to generate
public keys whose secret keys have a very low entropy. We propose to fault the NTT
operation on the secret s ∈ Rk

q (Line 7). Let the faulty NTT output be denoted as ŝ∗.
Since ŝ∗ is utilized to generate the LWE instance (Line 9), the LWE instance is implicitly
created using a low-entropy secret s∗. If all the k NTTs of s are faulted, then only the
first two coefficients of every polynomial of s∗ are non-zero, while all the other coefficients
are zeros. For Kyber768 with k = 3 and the span of the coefficients in [−2, 2], the faulty
secret key s∗ can be recovered from the public key with a brute-force complexity of 56

(= 15,625). We can utilize the following approach to arrive at the exact value of s∗. For
each guess of s∗, we can compute the difference d = t − A · s∗. The difference d for
the correct guess will have a short span equal to that of the error of the LWE instance
(i.e.) [−2, 2]. Once the target NTTs are faulted, the secret key can be recovered with a
100% success rate. We henceforth refer to this as the Kyber-Key-Recovery attack. Refer to
Fig.3 for an illustration of the Kyber-Key-Recovery attack on the key exchange protocol
built upon IND-CCA secure Kyber KEM. We denote the attacker as Eve who faults the
key-generation procedure of Alice (highlighted in red) for key recovery.

Since the secret key of Kyber is stored in the NTT domain, the same faulty secret
is also used in the decryption procedure. Thus, the injected fault in the key generation
procedure also propagates to the decryption procedure. Moreover, the faulty secret s∗
is also valid, since `∞(s∗) respects that of a valid secret of Kyber. Thus, key recovery is
successful while also maintaining the correctness of the scheme. Since the faulty public
key is a valid LWE instance, it is indistinguishable from random, making it difficult to
detect our attack, simply from analyzing the public key.

5.2 Targeting Encryption for Message Recovery
Our message recovery attack targets the encryption procedure of Kyber KEM. The aim is
to recover the message from a valid ciphertext corresponding to a key exchange between two
parties (Alice and Bob). We propose to target the NTT of r in the encryption procedure
(Line 17), which ensures use of a low-entropy r∗ to generate the ciphertext. Similar to
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Eve

<latexit sha1_base64="40K9d/gahiqnHptSNmAv0ZCZsMs=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFkUwWUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZSaGE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO0yy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUVnEqKbZozGPZDYhCzgS2NNMcu4lEEgUcO8H4bu53JigVi8WTniboR2QoWMgo0UbyvIjokQqz+wnO+tWaU3dy2KvELUgNCjT71S9vENM0QqEpJ0r1XCfRfkakZpTjrOKlChNCx2SIPUMFiVD5WZ55Zp8ZZWCHsTRPaDtXf29kJFJqGgVmMs+47M3F/7xeqsMbP2MiSTUKujgUptzWsT0vwB4wiVTzqSGESmay2nREJKHa1FQxJbjLX14l7Yu6e1m/erysNW6LOspwAqdwDi5cQwMeoAktoJDAM7zCm5VaL9a79bEYLVnFzjH8gfX5A2rhkfE=</latexit>

pk

<latexit sha1_base64="zzb1sE+F+z9tiBPLAEBTCANULgc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0kIz75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpySDcFbfnmVtC6qXq16eV+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB6RAjXE=</latexit>

Alice

<latexit sha1_base64="uL8TnUHUw7j8ox+upzZrv0CzoRo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9RLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZh/MzCphyX948aCIV//Fm3/jZLMHTSwYKKq66ZryYsGVtu1vq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aKkokwyaLRCQ7HlUoeIhNzbXATiyRBp7Atje+mfntR5SKR+G9nsToBnQYcp8zqo300AuoHik/vRKc4bRfrthVOwNZJk5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSwIMNRNUqa5jx9pNqdScCZyWeonCmLIxHWLX0JAGqNw0Sz0lJ0YZED+S5oWaZOrvjZQGSk0Cz0xmKRe9mfif1020f+mmPIwTjSGbH/ITQXREZhWQAZfItJgYQpnkJithIyop06aokinBWfzyMmmdVZ1a9fyuVqlf53UU4QiO4RQcuIA63EIDmsBAwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8AfW5w/ezZLD</latexit>

Bob

<latexit sha1_base64="07HMAa451WlFUpzYM4NEP6jUlSQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZelblxWsA/oDCWTZtrQTDIkGaEM/Q03LhRx68+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OmHCmjet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1TJVhHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2DDOc9hNFcRxy2gundwu/90SVZlI8mllCgxiPBYsYwcZKvh9jM9FR1pLhfFituXU3B1onXkFqUKA9rH75I0nSmApDONZ64LmJCTKsDCOczit+qmmCyRSP6cBSgWOqgyzPPEcXVhmhSCr7hEG5+nsjw7HWszi0k3nGVW8h/ucNUhPdBhkTSWqoIMtDUcqRkWhRABoxRYnhM0swUcxmRWSCFSbG1lSxJXirX14n3au616hfPzRqzVZRRxnO4BwuwYMbaMI9tKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AFcTkeQ=</latexit>

(pk, sk) CPA.KeyGen

<latexit sha1_base64="IfT1qdSap6m8eLo/49s1wmHfauQ=">AAACD3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMSQcKuRPQYzUHBSwTzgCSE2UlvMuzs7DIzq4Qlf+DFX/HiQRGvXr35N04eB00saCiquunuciPOlLbtbyu1sLi0vJJezaytb2xuZbd3aiqMJYUqDXkoGy5RwJmAqmaaQyOSQAKXQ931yyO/fg9SsVDc6UEE7YD0BPMYJdpInexhPvKPlX+EWxw8TaQMH3ArILqvvKRcuSjcwOAKxLCTzdkFeww8T5wpyaEpKp3sV6sb0jgAoSknSjUdO9LthEjNKIdhphUriAj1SQ+ahgoSgGon43+G+MAoXeyF0pTQeKz+nkhIoNQgcE3n+NRZbyT+5zVj7Z23EyaiWIOgk0VezLEO8Sgc3GUSqOYDQwiVzNyKaZ9IQrWJMGNCcGZfnie1k4JTLJzeFnOly2kcabSH9lEeOegMldA1qqAqougRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxaU1Z05ld9AfW5w/eMJvz</latexit>

(ct⇤) CPA.Encrypt(pk, m)

<latexit sha1_base64="zsXPubyQWjwT5Aa9PEHx94ejP+g=">AAACGnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOQgIRdiegxGgSPEcwDsjHMTmaTIbOzy0yvEpZ8hxd/xYsHRbyJF//GyeOgiQUNRVU33V1eJLgG2/62UkvLK6tr6fXMxubW9k52d6+uw1hRVqOhCFXTI5oJLlkNOAjWjBQjgSdYwxtUxn7jninNQ3kLw4i1A9KT3OeUgJE6WSdP4S5xiYZRAbuC+UCUCh+wGxDoaz+pVC+KV5KqYQSjfDQ4DgqdbM4u2hPgReLMSA7NUO1kP91uSOOASaCCaN1y7AjaCVHAqWCjjBtrFhE6ID3WMlSSgOl2MnlthI+M0sV+qExJwBP190RCAq2HgWc6JxfPe2PxP68Vg3/eTriMYmCSThf5scAQ4nFOuMsVoyCGhhCquLkV0z5RhIJJM2NCcOZfXiT1k6JTKp7elHLly1kcaXSADlEeOegMldE1qqIaougRPaNX9GY9WS/Wu/UxbU1Zs5l99AfW1w/HC6C0</latexit>

(m) RecoverM(ct⇤, pk)

<latexit sha1_base64="4dx5CF4pmvpW5+xM5wTAuzp1mNQ=">AAACF3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKUmakosuiGzdCFdsKnVoy6R0NzUyG5I5Shv6FG3/FjQtF3OrOvzF9LHwdCBzOuYfce4JECoOu++lMTc/Mzs3nFvKLS8srq4W19YZRqeZQ50oqfRkwA1LEUEeBEi4TDSwKJDSD3vHQb96CNkLFF9hPoB2x61iEgjO0UqdQLkU71JcQItNa3VE/YnhjwuwcuLK500GJ41XmM4OD3aS30ykU3bI7Av1LvAkpkglqncKH31U8jSBGLpkxLc9NsJ0xjYJLGOT91EDCeI9dQ8vSmEVg2tnorgHdtkqXhkrbFyMdqd8TGYuM6UeBnRyt/dsbiv95rRTDw3Ym4iRFiPn4ozCVFBUdlkS7QgNH2beEcS3srpTfMM042irztgTv98l/SWOv7FXK+2eVYvVoUkeObJItUiIeOSBVckJqpE44uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvI1Hp5xJZoP8gPP+BfNMn9I=</latexit>

(m) CPA.Decrypt(sk, ct⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="rWhOLziLjCNdYMHH45TZn+Vot2U=">AAACGnicbVDJSgNBEO2Je9yiHr00BiGChBmJ6DEuB48RTBQyMfR0akyTnoXuGmUY8h1e/BUvHhTxJl78GzuTHNweFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2P63C1PTM7Nz8QnFxaXlltbS23tJRojg0eSQjdeUxDVKE0ESBEq5iBSzwJFx6g5ORf3kLSosovMA0hk7AbkLhC87QSN2SUwl2qCvBR6ZUdEfdgGFf+9lJ46h6ClylMQ4rerDL8TpzmcbhTrdUtqt2DvqXOBNSJhM0uqV3txfxJIAQuWRatx07xk7GFAouYVh0Ew0x4wN2A21DQxaA7mT5a0O6bZQe9SNlKkSaq98nMhZonQae6cwv/+2NxP+8doL+YScTYZwghHy8yE8kxYiOcqI9oYCjTA1hXAlzK+V9phhHk2bRhOD8fvkvae1VnVp1/7xWrh9P4pgnm2SLVIhDDkidnJEGaRJO7skjeSYv1oP1ZL1ab+PWgjWZ2SA/YH18AaqaoK0=</latexit>

ct⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="HtjqFZdqW23YDksx8s3CzsVMB1M=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cK9kPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbTSA8PHrEsNTnrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/NDp6QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjlZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR70heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBmVLIheIsvL5PmWdU7r17cnVdq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6hBrdQhwYwiOAZXuHN0c6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AMkKQrQ==</latexit>

Figure 4: Kyber-Message-Recovery attack on key exchange protocol built upon IND-CPA
secure Kyber PKE
our key recovery attack, the brute-force complexity to guess r∗ for Kyber768 is 56. If
the correct r can be recovered, the secret message m can be recovered from the faulty
ciphertext (ct∗ = (u∗, v∗)) as follows:

m = Compress(v∗ − INTT(t̂ ◦ NTT(r)), 1)

Among the 56 possibilities for r∗, the correct value of r∗ can be recovered as follows. For a
given guess of r∗, the erroneous message polynomial can be calculated as,

m = v∗ − INTT(tT ◦ r∗)

For the correct guess, the coefficients of m are clustered around 0 and q/2 with a short
span, while for all other guesses, the coefficients are uniformly distributed in Zq. Once
the target NTTs are faulted, the message can be recovered with a 100% success rate. We
henceforth refer to this as the Kyber-Message-Recovery attack. The impact of our message
recovery attack depends upon whether the attacker targets the (1) CPA Secure PKE or
(2) CCA secure KEM of Kyber.

5.2.1 Attacking CPA secure Kyber PKE

The CPA secure PKE is typically used for ephemeral key exchanges. Faulting its encryption
procedure results in creation of a faulty ciphertext. However, the faulty ephemeral secret
r∗ used to generate the ciphertext is valid, since `∞(r∗) respects that of a valid ephemeral
secret. Since the decryption procedure does not check for the validity of the ciphertext,
the correctness of key exchange is maintained, while also resulting in message recovery.
Refer to Fig.3 for an illustration of the Kyber-Message-Recovery attack on the key exchange
protocol based on IND-CPA secure Kyber PKE. The attacker Eve faults the encryption
procedure of Bob (highlighted in red) for message recovery.

5.2.2 Attacking CCA secure Kyber KEM

The decapsulation procedure of CCA secure Kyber can detect the validity of a ciphertext
with a very high probability. Thus, the faulty ciphertext is rejected by the decapsulation
procedure. This is because the ephemeral secret r used in the encryption procedure (Alice)
differs from that used in the re-encryption procedure after decryption (Bob). This leads to
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(pk, sk) CCA.KeyGen

<latexit sha1_base64="zvEbZK8+aYrTmIjxy1iMR42GOIU=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMYQcKuRPQYzUHBSwTzgCSE2UlvMuzs7DIzq4Qln+DFX/HiQRGvHr35N04eB00saCiquunuciPOlLbtbyu1sLi0vJJezaytb2xuZbd3aiqMJYUqDXkoGy5RwJmAqmaaQyOSQAKXQ931yyO/fg9SsVDc6UEE7YD0BPMYJdpInexhPvKPsfKPcIuDp4mU4QNuBUT3lZeUyxeFGxhcgRh2sjm7YI+B54kzJTk0RaWT/Wp1QxoHIDTlRKmmY0e6nRCpGeUwzLRiBRGhPulB01BBAlDtZPzQEB8YpYu9UJoSGo/V3xMJCZQaBK7pHJ86643E/7xmrL3zdsJEFGsQdLLIiznWIR6lg7tMAtV8YAihkplbMe0TSag2GWZMCM7sy/OkdlJwioXT22KudDmNI4320D7KIwedoRK6RhVURRQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+Jq0pazqzi/7A+vwBJVKcEA==</latexit>

pk

<latexit sha1_base64="zzb1sE+F+z9tiBPLAEBTCANULgc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0kIz75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpySDcFbfnmVtC6qXq16eV+r1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYBDCM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB6RAjXE=</latexit>

ct

<latexit sha1_base64="kgx1gOXYdtvsvnnQjVUg3gvwIAM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilB4b9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszTiCpmkxnQ9N0E/oxoFk3xa6qWGJ5SN6ZB3LVU04sbP5pdOyZlVBiSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFklr2Z+J/XTTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2NhkIzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVowynZELzll1dJ66Lq1aqX97VK/SaPowgncArn4MEV1OEOGtAEBiE8wyu8OWPnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AJ4jjW0=</latexit>

(ct, K) Reconstruct(pk, m)

<latexit sha1_base64="u8GK+1V9fCqlXucYoOiAASDtpvE=">AAACFXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEKEEO4koqVoI9iomCgkIext5pIle7vH7pwSjvwJG/+KjYUitoKd/8ZNTKHRBwOP92aYmRcmUlj0/U9vanpmdm5+YTG3tLyyupZf36hZnRoOVa6lNjchsyCFgioKlHCTGGBxKOE67J0M/etbMFZodYX9BJox6ygRCc7QSa18qcixdLZLGxIiZMboO9qIGXZtlF0C18qiSTkOikmvFO+28gW/7I9A/5JgTApkjPNW/qPR1jyNQSGXzNp64CfYzJhBwSUMco3UQsJ4j3Wg7qhiMdhmNvpqQHec0qaRNq4U0pH6cyJjsbX9OHSdo4snvaH4n1dPMTpsZkIlKYLi34uiVFLUdBgRbQsDHGXfEcaNcLdS3mWGcXRB5lwIweTLf0ltrxxUyvsXlcLR8TiOBbJFtkmRBOSAHJFTck6qhJN78kieyYv34D15r97bd+uUN57ZJL/gvX8B6tWetA==</latexit>

Alice

<latexit sha1_base64="uL8TnUHUw7j8ox+upzZrv0CzoRo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9RLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZh/MzCphyX948aCIV//Fm3/jZLMHTSwYKKq66ZryYsGVtu1vq7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9aKkokwyaLRCQ7HlUoeIhNzbXATiyRBp7Atje+mfntR5SKR+G9nsToBnQYcp8zqo300AuoHik/vRKc4bRfrthVOwNZJk5OKpCj0S9/9QYRSwIMNRNUqa5jx9pNqdScCZyWeonCmLIxHWLX0JAGqNw0Sz0lJ0YZED+S5oWaZOrvjZQGSk0Cz0xmKRe9mfif1020f+mmPIwTjSGbH/ITQXREZhWQAZfItJgYQpnkJithIyop06aokinBWfzyMmmdVZ1a9fyuVqlf53UU4QiO4RQcuIA63EIDmsBAwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRg5TuH8AfW5w/ezZLD</latexit>

Bob

<latexit sha1_base64="07HMAa451WlFUpzYM4NEP6jUlSQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZelblxWsA/oDCWTZtrQTDIkGaEM/Q03LhRx68+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OmHCmjet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1TJVhHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2DDOc9hNFcRxy2gundwu/90SVZlI8mllCgxiPBYsYwcZKvh9jM9FR1pLhfFituXU3B1onXkFqUKA9rH75I0nSmApDONZ64LmJCTKsDCOczit+qmmCyRSP6cBSgWOqgyzPPEcXVhmhSCr7hEG5+nsjw7HWszi0k3nGVW8h/ucNUhPdBhkTSWqoIMtDUcqRkWhRABoxRYnhM0swUcxmRWSCFSbG1lSxJXirX14n3au616hfPzRqzVZRRxnO4BwuwYMbaMI9tKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AFcTkeQ=</latexit>

(K) CCA.Decaps(sk, ct)

<latexit sha1_base64="dGhy7yskSpqqGue+K0F6ytZ09rw=">AAACEnicbVDJSgNBEO2Je9xGPXppDEICEmYkokc1HgQvEYwKmSH0dGpMk56F7holDPkGL/6KFw+KePXkzb+xsxzcHhQ83quiql6QSqHRcT6twtT0zOzc/EJxcWl5ZdVeW7/USaY4NHkiE3UdMA1SxNBEgRKuUwUsCiRcBb360L+6BaVFEl9gPwU/YjexCAVnaKS2XSmfVagnIUSmVHJHvYhhV4d5vX5UPQHOUj0o694Ox0rbLjlVZwT6l7gTUiITNNr2h9dJeBZBjFwyrVuuk6KfM4WCSxgUvUxDyniP3UDL0JhFoP189NKAbhulQ8NEmYqRjtTvEzmLtO5HgekcXfzbG4r/ea0MwwM/F3GaIcR8vCjMJMWEDvOhHaGAo+wbwrgS5lbKu0wxjibFognB/f3yX3K5W3Vr1b3zWunweBLHPNkkW6RMXLJPDskpaZAm4eSePJJn8mI9WE/Wq/U2bi1Yk5kN8gPW+xdYIJyp</latexit>

Eve (MITM)

<latexit sha1_base64="bffxxtOATwNp9Jl1me7YGRqewnE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2AR6qbMSEXpqiiCLgoV+oLOUDJppg3NZIYkUyhjF/6KGxeKuPU33Pk3ptMutPVA4HDOvdyT40WMSmVZ30ZmZXVtfSO7mdva3tndM/cPmjKMBSYNHLJQtD0kCaOcNBRVjLQjQVDgMdLyhjdTvzUiQtKQ19U4Im6A+pz6FCOlpa555ARIDaSf3I6IU3bKhep9vXo26Zp5q2ilgMvEnpM8mKPWNb+cXojjgHCFGZKyY1uRchMkFMWMTHJOLEmE8BD1SUdTjgIi3STNP4GnWulBPxT6cQVT9fdGggIpx4GnJ9O0i95U/M/rxMq/chPKo1gRjmeH/JhBFcJpGbBHBcGKjTVBWFCdFeIBEggrXVlOl2AvfnmZNM+Ldql48VDKV67ndWTBMTgBBWCDS1ABd6AGGgCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx2w0Y8x3DsEfGJ8/queVOg==</latexit>

(ct⇤, K⇤) CCA.Encaps(pk)

<latexit sha1_base64="LC4O9YAqVIpkoDcDHJfdCiosjlg=">AAACIHicbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZbEIFaQkUtGjWgTBSwWrQlPLZLvRpZtN2J0oJfSnePGvePGgiN7017itOfj1wsLDOzPszBskUhh03XdnbHxicmq6MFOcnZtfWCwtLZ+ZONWMN1ksY30RgOFSKN5EgZJfJJpDFEh+HvTqw/r5DddGxOoU+wlvR3ClRCgYoLU6pZ0Kw8vMB4ODzeMcNqgveYigdXxL/Qjw2oRZvb5fPVQMEjOoJL2NTqnsVt2R6F/wciiTXI1O6c3vxiyNuEImwZiW5ybYzkCjYJIPin5qeAKsB1e8ZVFBxE07Gx04oOvW6dIw1vYppCP3+0QGkTH9KLCdo3V/14bmf7VWiuFuOxMqSZEr9vVRmEqKMR2mRbtCc4aybwGYFnZXyq5BA0ObadGG4P0++S+cbVW9WnX7pFbeO8jjKJBVskYqxCM7ZI8ckQZpEkbuyAN5Is/OvfPovDivX61jTj6zQn7I+fgEhgWjMA==</latexit>

(m) RecoverM(ct⇤, pk)

<latexit sha1_base64="hzAu8GEcjCfww8YlrTz9kN7nZck=">AAACGHicbVBNSwMxFMz6bf2qevQSLEILUnelokfRixehiq1Ct5Zs+taGZjdL8lYpS3+GF/+KFw+KeO3Nf2Nae1DrQGCYeUPemyCRwqDrfjpT0zOzc/MLi7ml5ZXVtfz6Rt2oVHOocSWVvgmYASliqKFACTeJBhYFEq6D7unQv74HbYSKr7CXQDNid7EIBWdopVZ+rxiVqC8hRKa1eqB+xLBjwuwSuLK5836R423mM4P9XZp0S618wS27I9BJ4o1JgYxRbeUHflvxNIIYuWTGNDw3wWbGNAouoZ/zUwMJ4112Bw1LYxaBaWajw/p0xyptGiptX4x0pP5MZCwyphcFdnK0919vKP7nNVIMj5qZiJMUIebfH4WppKjosCXaFho4yp4ljGthd6W8wzTjaLvM2RK8vydPkvp+2auUDy4qheOTcR0LZItskyLxyCE5JmekSmqEk0fyTF7Jm/PkvDjvzsf36JQzzmySX3AGX1nnn/w=</latexit>

(K⇤) ComputeKey(pk, m, ct⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="T0tAJHHWW4acZ91EVzHR2shqhXo=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKUmZEUXdiN4IbBatCp5ZMekdDk8mQ3FHK0G9x46+4caGoK8GPMa0VfB0IHM65l9xzolQKi77/5o2Mjo1PTBamitMzs3PzpYXFU6szw6HOtdTmPGIWpEigjgIlnKcGmIoknEWdWt8/uwZjhU5OsJtCU7HLRMSCM3RSq7RbObzIQ2axt0ZDCTEyY/QNDRXDKxvnNa3SDOEQur1K2llX6xy/xlulsl/1B6B/STAkZTLEUav0ErY1zxQkyCWzthH4KTZzZlBwCb1imFlIGe+wS2g4mjAFtpkPIvboqlPaNNbGvQTpQP2+kTNlbVdFbnJw+m+vL/7nNTKMd5q5SPoxE/75UZxJipr2+6JtYYCj7DrCuBHuVsqvmGEcXatFV0LwO/JfcrpRDTarW8eb5b39YR0FskxWSIUEZJvskQNyROqEk1tyTx7Jk3fnPXjP3uvn6Ig33FkiP+C9fwD5GKSU</latexit>

ct⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="HtjqFZdqW23YDksx8s3CzsVMB1M=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cK9kPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbTSA8PHrEsNTnrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/NDp6QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjlZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR70heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBmVLIheIsvL5PmWdU7r17cnVdq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6hBrdQhwYwiOAZXuHN0c6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AMkKQrQ==</latexit>

Figure 5: Kyber-Message-Recovery attack on key exchange protocol built upon IND-CCA
secure Kyber KEM
failure of the key exchange, thereby rendering message recovery useless. The attack only
works if the attacker can fault the NTT of r in both the encapsulation and decapsulation
procedure. However, this is a very strong assumption since the attacker requires access to
both the communicating devices for a successful attack.

But, we observe that a Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacker can perform message
recovery, while still ensuring the correctness of key exchange between Alice and Bob. Refer
to Fig.4 for the Kyber-Message-Recovery attack on the key exchange protocol based on
IND-CCA secure Kyber KEM. Eve faults Bob’s encapsulation procedure (highlighted in
red), and also serves as the MITM between Alice and Bob.

The attack is carried out as follows: Faulting Bob’s encapsulation procedure results
in generation of a faulty and invalid ciphertext ct∗ for message m and the corresponding
session key of Bob is K∗. Eve (MITM) uses the faulty ciphertext ct∗ and the public key
pk to recover the message m (denoted as RecoverM). The knowledge of m, pk and ct can
be used to compute the session key of Bob by simply running the appropriate operations
of the decapsulation procedure (i.e.) K∗ (denoted as ComputeKey). Subsequently, the
knowledge of pk and m can be used to generate a valid ciphertext ct for m by running the
encapsulation procedure and the corresponding session key K (denoted as Reconstruct).
Eve then sends the valid ciphertext ct to Alice, who decapsulates using the secret key to
generate the same session key K. Thus, Eve has the knowledge of session keys of both
Alice (K) and Bob (K∗), and therefore can decrypt all communication between Alice and
Bob.

6 Practical Attacks on Dilithium

In this section, we demonstrate two types of attacks on Dilithium exploiting the twiddle-
pointer vulnerability: (1) Existential Forgery Attack and (2) Verification Bypass Attack.
We utilize the algorithm of Dilithium in Alg.2 for our analysis.

6.1 Existential Forgery Attack

An attacker can forge signatures of Dilithium, if he/she is able to retrieve its primary
secret s1. A close observation of the signing procedure reveals that the primary signature
component z is closely dependent on s1, and thus faulting the generation of z can reveal
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information about s1. Generation of z (Line 24) is done as follows:

z = INTT(NTT(s1) ◦ NTT(c)) + y
= INTT(ŝ1 ◦ ĉ) + y

(12)

Essentially, z is nothing but the ephemeral nonce y, additively masked by the product
s1 · c, where c is public and is part of the signature. For brevity, we refer to s1 as s. For
simplicity, our analysis assumes all operands in Eqn.12 are single polynomials in Rq. Since
the polynomials in each operand are handled independently of each other, our analysis
can be easily extended to all the polynomials in a straightforward manner. We present
two novel key recovery attacks on both the deterministic and probabilistic/randomized
variants of Dilithium. We assume that the attacker can trigger the target device to generate
signatures for any message of his/her choice.

6.1.1 Attack-1: Targeting Deterministic Dilithium

Our first attack is a differential style fault attack targeting the signing procedure of
deterministic Dilithium. Our target is the NTT of the challenge polynomial c. We recall
that the challenge polynomial c is sparse with coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}, and the coefficients
of c are represented as (c0, c1, c2, . . . , cn−1). Our attack is carried out as follows: The
attacker lets the target sign the message m, whose correct signature is σ = (z,h, c). The
message m is chosen such that the first coefficient of challenge c is 0 (i.e.) c0 = 0. The
attacker yet again lets the target sign m, but this time, the NTT of c is faulted to zeroize
all its twiddle constants. As a result, the faulty c∗ = (c0, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Since c0 = 0, the
faulty challenge c∗ = 0. As a result, the faulty signature z∗ is given as:

z∗ = s · c∗ + y
= y (∵ c∗ = 0)

(13)

which is nothing but the ephemeral nonce y ∈ R`
q. Thus, the difference between z and

z∗ (∆z) simply yields the product s · c. Since c is known, s can be easily calculated as
∆z · c−1 ∈ Rq.

The signing procedure follows the Fiat-Shamir with Aborts framework and thus presents
additional challenges. Successful key recovery requires that both the valid and faulty
signatures utilize the same number of iterations (κ) before exiting the abortion loop (i.e.)
∆(κ) = κ∗−κ = 0. However, the use of faulty intermediate values do not always guarantee
termination at the same iteration. Thus, not all successful faults result in key recovery.

We therefore performed empirical fault simulations using 1000 secret keys, assuming
a perfect fault on the NTT of c. We observed that an average of ≈ 13 signatures are
enough to recover the secret key with 100% success rate. We henceforth refer to this as the
Sign_Fault_NTT_C attack. Since the generated faulty signatures are invalid, verification
after sign serves as an effective countermeasure against this attack. The same attack does
not work on the probabilistic signing procedure since it is a differential style fault attack.

6.1.2 Attack-2: Targeting Probabilistic Dilithium

The probabilistic signing procedure of Dilithium samples a random ephemeral nonce y for
every execution (independent of the message m). This makes it impossible to know apriori,
the number of iterations of the signing procedure for a given message m. Combined with
the influence of non-constant time rejection checks, the operations in the signing procedure
are temporally randomized, which makes it very difficult to perform injected targeted
faults. Moreover, differential style fault attacks do not apply, since the computations
are also randomized. Thus, mounting practical fault injection attacks on probabilistic
Dilithium is very challenging, especially using targeted faults. We however show that the
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twiddle-pointer vulnerability can be exploited for key recovery over probabilistic Dilithium
in certain settings.

The main target of our attack is the NTT over the ephemeral nonce y (Line 20).
However, we observe that the current implementations of Dilithium calculate the primary
signature z using y in the normal domain (Line 24). Thus, faulting the NTT of y does
not reveal any information about s1. However, computing z in this manner is merely an
implementation choice and that z can be alternatively computed as

z = INTT(NTT(s1) ◦ NTT(c) + NTT(y))
= INTT(ŝ1 ◦ ĉ+ ŷ)

(14)

Generating z in this manner also serves as a countermeasure against Skip_Add fault
injection attacks (Refer Section 3). Moreover, it also has an advantage of not requiring to
retain/store y in memory, thereby reducing dynamic memory consumption by about 3.68
KB for Dilithium3. We are not aware of a public implementation of Dilithium adopting
this approach. Nevertheless, this alternative approach is indeed attractive for an designer
as a memory optimization technique as well as protection against Skip_Add fault injection
attacks. We however identify that utilizing NTT(y) to generate z in the aforementioned
manner, makes it possible to also target probabilistic Dilithium for key recovery in the
following manner.

Firstly, operations in the probabilistic signing procedure are temporally randomized.
We however observe that the NTT of y (Line 20) is performed before the first rejection
check (Line 27). Thus, the NTT of y in the first iteration, always occurs at a fixed time,
from the start of the signing procedure, thereby making it possible to be targeted through
fault injection. By faulting the NTT of y, z is computed using a low-entropy y∗ and the
faulty signature z∗ is given as:

z∗[i] =
{

sc[i] + y[i], for i = 0
sc[i], for 1 ≤ i < n− 1

(15)

where sc is the product s · c. Thus, all but the first coefficient of sc are exposed as part
of the faulty signature z∗. An attacker can simply guess the first coefficient of sc and
subsequently calculate s for each guess, until he/she finds out the correct s. The correct s
can be found out by simply checking if the span of the recovered s (i.e.) `∞(s) satisfies
the bounds of a valid secret. A wrong guess will simply yield an s with a very large `∞
norm. For successful key recovery, the faulty signature and its associated intermediate
variables should also satisfy all the rejection checks of the abortion loop.

We performed empirical fault simulations using 1000 secret keys and an average of
≈ 3 signatures are sufficient to recover the secret key with 100% success rate. To the best
of our knowledge, we have presented the first practical fault injection attack applicable
to the probabilistic variant of Dilithium, resulting in full key recovery without requiring
any brute-force search. We henceforth refer to this attack as Sign_Fault_NTT_Y. This
attack also works on the deterministic variant of Dilithium. Moreover, the faulty signature
generated using the low entropy nonce y∗ is valid and thus passes verification. Thus, the
verification after sign countermeasure does not work against this attack, which makes it a
more stealthier attack compared to the Sign_Fault_NTT_C attack.

6.2 Verification Bypass Attack
While the aforementioned attacks target the signing procedure, the verification procedure
also serves as a good target for fault injection attacks. One of the main motivation being,
forceful acceptance of invalid signatures through faults, for any message of the attacker’s
choice. One of the obvious and known targets for fault injection is to simply skip the
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final comparison operation that decides the validity of the received signatures (Line 39).
So, it is possible that the designer fortifies the comparison operation to protect against
such trivial attacks. Bindel et al. [BBK16] proposed a novel zeroing fault attack on the
verification procedure of GLP and BLISS signature schemes. They show that zeroizing
the challenge c during verification can force acceptance of invalid signatures. However,
faulting an entire polynomial to zero is very difficult to achieve in practice. Moreover,
the applicability of their attack to Dilithium is also not clear, considering the underlying
differences between the signature schemes. In the following, we demonstrate exploitation
of the twiddle-pointer fault vulnerability to present the first practical zeroing fault attack
on the verification procedure of Dilithium.

For a given signature σ = (z,h, c), the verification procedure computes w1
′ (Line 37),

which is further hashed with the message µ to recompute the challenge c̄ (Line 38). Then,
c̄ is compared with the received challenge polynomial c, and the result of comparison
determines validity of the signature. The main target of our attack is the NTT operation
over c (Line 36). If c0 = 0, then faulting the NTT of c ensures that a faulty ĉ∗ = 0 is used
to compute a faulty w1

∗, which is given as:

w1
∗ = UseHint(h,A · z)
c∗ = H(µ‖w1

∗)
(16)

We observe that faulty w1
∗ is only dependent on (h, z), which an attacker is free to

choose. We therefore propose to generate a malicious signature in the following manner:
the attacker samples a random (z∗,h∗) whose respective norms satisfy the conditions for
successful verification. For a chosen message µ, he/she computes w1

∗ and c∗ as in Eqn.16,
and repeats as until c∗0 = 0. Then, the attacker’s crafted signature for µ is σ∗ = (z∗,h∗, c∗).
Refer Alg.4 for an algorithmic description to create a malicious signature for our verification
bypass attack.

In the attack phase, the attacker queries the verification procedure with (σ∗, µ) and
faults the NTT over c∗. Since c∗0 = 0, the injected fault zeroizes the challenge c and thus
computes the same w1

∗ and challenge c∗, thereby resulting in successful verification. We
performed empirical fault simulations using 1000 random messages and were able to enforce
acceptance of invalid signatures for all the messages, thereby demonstrating a 100% success
rate for our verification bypass attack. We henceforth refer to this as Verification-Bypass
attack.
Algorithm 4 Malicious Signing Procedure for Verification Bypass Attack
1: procedure Malicious-Sign(sk,M)
2: Â ∈ Rk×`

q ← Expand(seedA)
3: µ ∈ {0, 1}512 ← H(tr‖M)
4: while c0 = 0 do . Start of Abort Loop
5: z∗ ← SampleZ()
6: h∗ ← Sampleh()
7: w∗1 = UseHint(h∗,A · z∗)
8: c = H(µ,w∗1)
9: end while
10: σ = (z,h, c)
11: end procedure
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7 Experimental Validation
7.1 Experimental Setup
Our experiments are performed on the optimized implementations of Kyber and Dilithium,
taken from the pqm4 library, a benchmarking and testing framework for PQC schemes on
the ARM Cortex-M4 family of microcontrollers [KRSS19]. Our DUT is the STM32F407VG
microcontroller mounted on the STM32F4DISCOVERY board. The implementations are
compiled using the arm-none-eabi-gcc compiler (with compilation options -O3 -mthumb
-mcpu=cortex-m4 -mfloat-abi=hard -mfpu=fpv4-sp-d16) and run at a clock frequency
of 168 MHz. The DUT contains cache lines for both instruction and data fetched from
flash memory, to accelerate code execution and literal access. Both the instruction and
data caches are therefore enabled to maximize performance. The communication with the
DUT is done using UART.

We rely on Electromagnetic Fault Injection as our attack vector. Our EMFI setup
comprises of three main components: (1) a high-voltage pulse generator capable of
generating pulses up to 200V (in either polarity) with a very low rise time under 4ns;
(2) a hand-crafted electromagnetic probe designed as a simple loop antenna; and (3) a
motorised XYZ table to position the probe over the DUT. An optional oscilloscope is used
for verification of pulse strength and timing characteristics. A software synchronizes the
operation of the DUT and the EMFI setup, with faults injected based on a feedback signal
from the DUT. Relay switches are also used for automated power-on reset of the DUT.

7.2 Performing Targeted Fault Injection
For our attack evaluation, we utilize a trigger signal from the DUT to signal the start of
the target the NTT to fault. However, an attacker can also utilize EM/power side-channel
information to approximately narrow down the time window for fault injection.

7.2.1 Using Power/EM Analysis for Identification of Time Window

We utilize EM measurements acquired from the same DUT using a near-field EM probe,
collected using a Lecroy 610Zi oscilloscope at a sampling rate of 500MSam/sec. The
repetitive nature of operations in Module-LWE/LWR based schemes, as well as a prelimi-
nary knowledge of the implementation allows us to distinguish different operations. Refer
Fig.6(a) for the EM trace from execution of the key generation procedure of Kyber768,
where we annotate the trace with names of different operations. Refer Fig.6(b) for a
zoomed-in-view of the trace which clearly shows the repeating patterns corresponding to
the k = 3 NTTs of s. We also confirmed through experiments that a similar technique
can be applied to the Kyber’s encryption procedure as well as the signing and verification
procedures of Dilithium (waveforms are omitted for brevity).

Upon roughly identifying the time window of the target NTTs, the attacker’s main
target is the twiddle-pointer loading operation that occurs just before the start of the NTT
operation. Our EM side-channel analysis allows to narrow the time window to about
100-200 ns for fault injection.

7.2.2 Faulting Multiple NTTs in a Single Execution:

Our proposed attacks barring Sign_Fault_NTT_C and Verification-Bypass on Dilithium,
require to fault multiple NTT instances in a single execution. For instance, the Kyber-Key-
Recovery attack requires to fault k = 3 NTTs of s in the key generation procedure, which
would typically require 3 faults, one in each NTT. However, we observed through practical
experiments that a single fault on the first NTT of a given module s (i.e.) s[0] propagates
to the NTTs on all the other polynomials of s (i.e.) s[i] for i ∈ [1, k − 1]. The same effect
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Figure 6: Visual Inspection of EM trace from key generation procedure of Kyber768 on
the ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller (a) Identification of repeating patterns and mapping
to different operations (b) zoomed-in-view of trace corresponding to the k = 3 NTTs of s
is also observed on Dilithium, when faulting y ∈ R`

q with ` = 5 NTTs. Moreover, the fault
only propagates to the NTTs of the the same module, while not affecting the NTT over
other modules.

We hypothesize that the aforementioned fault propagation behaviour could be due to
reuse of the twiddle-pointer for NTTs of the same module. We recall that the data cache
to the flash memory is enabled on our DUT. Hence, it is possible that the twiddle-pointer
first retrieved from flash memory for NTT of s[0] is stored within the data cache, and the
subsequent NTTs reuse the cached twiddle-pointer, without actually fetching from the flash
memory. Thus, faulting the first fetch of the twiddle-pointer from flash memory ensures
that a faulty value is also used for the subsequent NTTs of the same module. Thus, all our
proposed attacks on both Kyber and Dilithium, require to inject only a single targeted fault
in the target computation. This therefore serves as a best case scenario for an attacker,
where a single fault is sufficient to fault multiple NTTs of the same module. However, we
are only able to provide a hypothesis for our aforementioned observed behavior, as we are
unable to fully analyze the effect of the injected faults at the micro-architectural level on
our DUT.

7.3 Fault Injection Results
We consider the case of a profiled attacker who can profile the device and obtain the
ideal set of fault injection parameters (i.e.) voltage (v), pulse-width (w), delay (d), x-y
coordinate of the probe on chip (xy), that yields high repeatability. We refer to a given
set of values for the parameters (i.e.) (vi, wi, di, xyi) as an injection instance. The number
of repeated experiments performed at each injection instance is denoted as the repetition
count.

To obtain injection instances that yield the best fault repeatability, we follow a two-step
approach. We first perform a preliminary fault injection campaign, sweeping coarsely over
a range of values for all the fault injection parameters, covering the entire area of the
chip, and running 5 repetitions at each injection instance. We were able to achieve faults
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Figure 7: EMFI Results for Kyber-Key-Recovery (a,b) and Kyber-Message-Recovery (c,d)
for Kyber768. (a,c) denotes sensitive time window, while (b,d) denotes best fault repetability
achievable at different sensitive locations (XY) for the corresponding attacks.
with high repeatability for voltage in the range of 140-170v, and pulse width of 7 nsecs.
Based on results from the preliminary campaign, we narrowed down the area for high
fault repeatability, and ran a more detailed campaign with 100 repetitions at each selected
instance to calculate concrete numbers for fault repeatability. Results from the latter are
presented in the following.

7.3.1 Kyber-Key-Recovery

We performed a total of 69300 fault injection experiments (i.e.) 100 experiments each at
693 favourable injection instances, to zeroize the twiddle constants of all the k = 3 NTTs of
s in the key generation procedure of Kyber768. Among them, we obtained 46281 successful
faults (≈ 66%) and the number of successful faults against the injection delay is shown in
Fig.7(a). We observe a narrow time window of about 7 ns in which we can observe a very
high number of successful faults. Refer Fig.7(b) for the best fault repeatability achievable
(across voltage, pulse width and injection delay) as a function of the xy location of the
injection probe on the chip’s surface. We can observe that there are several fault injection
instances (in a 1 mm × 1.5 mm area) that yield a high fault repeatability up to 100%. We
also tested our key recovery attack on 100 random faulty public keys obtained from one
such fault injection instance. We were able to recover the secret key with 100% success
rate, while the faulty public keys also resulted in correct key exchanges.

7.3.2 Kyber-Message-Recovery

We performed 64600 fault injections to fault the k = 3 NTTs of the ephemeral secret r of
Kyber’s encryption procedure, among which we obtained 53844 successful faults (≈ 83%).
Refer Fig.7(c)-(d) for the corresponding fault injection results which very closely resembles
the results of our Kyber-Key-Recovery attack. We yet again observe very high repeatability
of up to 100% at several fault injection instances. We also experimentally verified our
message recovery attack on 100 random faulty ciphertexts, which yielded 100% success
rate for recovering the message and the corresponding shared secret.
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Figure 8: EMFI Results for Sign_Fault_NTT_C on deterministic signing procedure (a,b)
and Sign_Fault_NTT_Y on probabilistic signing procedure (c,d) and Verification-Bypass
(e,f) for Dilithium3. (a,c,e) denotes Sensitive Time window, while (b,d,f) denotes best fault
repetability achievable at different sensitive locations (XY) for the corresponding attacks.
7.3.3 Sign_Fault_NTT_C

We performed a total of 10100 fault injection experiments to fault the NTT of the challenge
polynomial c in the signing procedure of deterministic Dilithium. We obtained a total of
5234 successful faults (≈ 51%), all observed within a narrow time window of 13 ns (Refer
Fig.8(a)). Refer Fig.8(b) for the cartography of the best achievable fault repeatability (in
a 1.5 mm × 2.5 mm area) on the DUT. This clearly shows several locations that yield
high fault repeatability up to 100%. We tested our attack on about 100 random faulty
signatures and obtained a 100% success rate for key recovery.

7.3.4 Sign_Fault_NTT_Y

We performed a total of 50300 fault injection experiments to fault all the ` = 5 NTTs of
the ephemeral nonce y in the signing procedure of probabilistic Dilithium. We obtained a
total of 9155 successful faults (≈ 26%), all observed within a slightly wider time window
of 30 ns (Refer Fig.8(c)). Refer Fig.8(d) for the cartography of the best achievable fault
repeatability (in a 0.75 mm × 2 mm area), which again shows multiple locations that
yield high fault repeatability up to 100%. We tested our attack on about 100 random
faulty signatures and obtained a 100% success rate for key recovery, while all the faulty
signatures successfully passed the verification procedure.
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7.3.5 Verification-Bypass

We performed a total of 35000 fault injection experiments the NTT of the challenge
polynomial c in the verification procedure. We obtained a total of 22487 successful faults
(≈ 64%), all observed within a time window of 23 ns (Refer Fig.8(e)). Refer Fig.8(f) for
the best fault repeatability achievable as a function of the location injection probe on the
chip’s surface (in a 1.5 mm × 2.5 mm area), which again shows several locations that yield
high fault repeatability up to 100%. We also experimentally verified that invalid signatures
for attacker’s chosen messages were successfully verified with a 100% success rate.

7.3.6 Summary of Results

Thus, for all our targets, we observed between 26%-83% faults, that were successful when
performing a detailed fault injection campaign for selected fault injection instances. The
existence of yellow spots in Fig.7,8 clearly demonstrates the possibility to achieve high
fault repeatability for all of our presented attacks. Once an adversary has identified one
such fault injection instance, the attack success rate is 100%.

7.4 Attacking Fault Protected Implementations
In this section, we discuss the applicability of our attacks to protected implementations
of Kyber and Dilithium hardened against known fault attacks. Refer to Section 3 for
a detailed discussion on known fault attacks and countermeasures/mitigations for both
Kyber and Dilithium. For Kyber KEM, we only focus on attacks on the key-generation
and encryption/encapsulation procedure. For Dilithium, we focus on attacks on the
signing and verification procedure. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware
of publicly available fault protected implementations of Kyber/Dilithium. Thus, we
implement the aforementioned countermeasures on the optimized implementations of
Kyber and Dilithium from the pqm4 library and perform our analysis on the same. All
the implemented countermeasures can be separately turned on/off based on the user
requirements.

7.4.1 Targeting Fault Protected Kyber

We experimentally validated our Kyber-Key-Recovery attack on the key-generation proce-
dure of Kyber KEM protected with the Verify_Nonce_Fault countermeasure. We were
able to achieve 100% success rate in key recovery, similar to that of our attack on the
unprotected implementation with the same fault injection parameters. The countermeasure
checks for repetition of polynomials in the secret module s and error module e after the
sampling procedure (Line 5,6 in Alg.1), while our attack targets the NTT of s, after
countermeasure is executed. Thus, it is trivial to see that our attack can easily bypass the
Verify_Nonce_Fault countermeasure.

We also validated our attack on the shuffled NTT implementation proposed by Ravi
et al. [RPBC20], which involves shuffling the order of operations within the NTT. While
there are different variants of the shuffled NTT, we validated our attack on the assembly
optimized implementation of the fine-shuffled NTT variant. We henceforth refer to this
countermeasure as the Shuffled_NTT countermeasure. As discussed earlier in Section
4.3.1, the shuffling countermeasure is orthogonal to our attack which works by faulting
the twiddle factor data. Thus, as expected, our attack also works on the fine-shuffled
variant of NTT, and therefore believe that our attack similarly applies to all the other
shuffled variants of the NTT. Moreover, it is trivial to see that that the Shuffled_NTT
countermeasure can also be bypassed by our attack targeting NTTs in the Dilithium
signature scheme.
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Table 2: Ability of our proposed attacks to bypass fault countermeasures against known
attacks on key-generation and encryption procedure of Kyber KEM

Countermeasure
Attack (KeyGen & Encaps)

Kyber-Key-Recovery Kyber-Message-
Recovery

Verify_Nonce_Fault 3 3

Similar to our attack on the protected key-generation procedure, our Kyber-Message-
Recovery attack is also applicable to the protected encapsulation procedure of Kyber KEM,
when hardened with the same countermeasures. Please refer Tab.2 for the summary of
applicability of our attacks on the known fault countermeasures for Kyber and Dilithium.

7.4.2 Targeting Fault Protected Dilithium

We experimentally validated our key recovery attacks on the signing procedure of Dilithium
hardened with the following three countermeasures: Verify_After_Sign, Verify_Loop_Abort
and Verify_Add. We implemented the Sign_Fault_NTT_Y attack, targeting NTT(y) (Line
19 in Alg.2) in the probabilistic signing procedure of Dilithium. We were able to achieve
100% success rate in key recovery, similar to that of our attack on the unprotected
implementation with the same fault injection parameters.

We recall that this attack generates valid signatures which always pass verifica-
tion. Thus, this attack can easily bypass the Verify_After_Sign countermeasure. The
Verify_Loop_Abort countermeasure only checks against skipping attacks that target the
sampling of the nonce y (Line 19), while our faults are injected in the NTT over y after
the countermeasure is executed. Moreover, Verify_Add countermeasure protects against
skipping attacks targeting the final addition operation to generate z (Line 24), while our
attack targets the NTT operation that occurs much earlier (Line 19). Thus, we can see
that all existing fault countermeasures for the signing procedure are orthogonal to our
attack, and can thus be easily bypassed with our Sign_Fault_NTT_Y attack. Nevertheless,
we recall that the Sign_Fault_NTT_Y attack is only possible when NTT(y) is used to
generate z as discussed in Section 6.1.2. While we performed the attack on the probabilistic
signing procedure, the same attack applies in the same manner to the deterministic signing
procedure as well.

Table 3: Ability of our proposed attacks to bypass fault countermeasures against known
attacks on signing procedure of Dilithium signature scheme.

Countermeasure
Attack (Sign)

Sign_Fault_NTT_C Sign_Fault_NTT_Y

Deterministic Signing

Verify_Loop_Abort 3 3

Verify_After_Sign 7 3

Verify_Add 3 3

Probabilistic Signing

Verify_Loop_Abort 7 3

Verify_After_Sign 7 3

Verify_Add 7 3

We recall that our Sign_Fault_NTT_C attack on the signing procedure of deterministic
Dilithium, targets the NTT operation over the challenge polynomial c (Line 23). It
results in faulty signatures that are invalid, which always fail verification. Thus, the
Verify_After_Sign countermeasure acts as a strong deterrent against the attack. However,
our attack can easily bypass Verify_Loop_Abort and Verify_Add countermeasures, in
the same manner as that of our Sign_Fault_NTT_Y attack. We do not implement
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countermeasures for the verification procedure of Dilithium, as they have not been subjected
to practical fault attacks. Please refer Tab.3 for the summary of applicability of our attacks
on the known fault countermeasures for Kyber and Dilithium. We believe our study
warrants more research towards dedicated fault countermeasures for the NTT, used in
post-quantum KEMs and signature schemes.

8 Countermeasures
We have concretely shown through practical experiments that twiddle-pointer vulnerability
enables a variety of attacks on both Kyber and Dilithium, while also capable of bypassing
existing countermeasures. In this section, we present a succinct discussion on dedicated
countermeasures that can mitigate our proposed attacks exploiting the twiddle-pointer
vulnerability. We categorize our countermeasures into two types: (1) Implementation-Level
and (2) Algorithmic-Level countermeasures.

8.1 Implementation-Level Countermeasures
These countermeasures are designed at the implementation/design level to remove the
twiddle-pointer vulnerability, or reduce the ability of the attacker to precisely inject faults
during the twiddle-pointer loading operation.

1. Jitter and Horizontal Noise: Our attack requires to inject precisely targeted faults
to manipulate the loading of twiddle-pointer from flash memory. Thus, introduction
of jitter around this target operation has a significant impact of the attack’s success
rate, depending upon the amount of introduced jitter. While this does not completely
prevent the attack, it can serve as an efficient and low-cost mitigation technique.

2. On-the-fly Computation of Twiddle Factors: Instead of pre-computing the
twiddle constants, one can adopt an on-the-fly approach to compute the twiddle
constants for the NTT/INTT, thereby eliminating the twiddle-pointer vulnerability.
However, on-the-fly computation of the twiddle constants could impose a heavy
performance penalty on the NTT/INTT.

3. Twiddle Pointer Integrity Checks: One can also utilize parity checks or dummy
registers for redundant loading of the twiddle pointer, to detect any faults on the
twiddle pointer value.

8.2 Algorithmic-Level Countermeasures
These countermeasures attempt to detect faults in the twiddle factors through exploitation
of the inherent properties of the NTT operation.

1. Checking Sanity of Twiddle Pointer Array: We also observe that twiddle
factors are nothing but powers of the nth roots of unity (denoted as ω), which
satisfy the property that ωn = 1 and ωn/2 = q − 1. Once the twiddle pointer is
loaded for the NTT operation, we can check whether the aforementioned arithemtic
properties are satisfied. To check whether ωn = 1, one can pick t twiddle factors
at random such that their product is expected to be ωn = 1. If the comparison
passes successfully, only then do we proceed with the NTT operation. For the faulty
NTT with zero twiddle factor array, this comparison always fails, thereby providing
concrete protection against complete zeroization of twiddle factors.

2. Computing Entropy of NTT Output: A closer observation of the faulty NTT
output reveals that all of its n coefficients have a fixed value (i.e.) first coefficient
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repeating n times. Thus, the faulty NTT output has very little entropy compared
to the correct NTT output, which consists of uniformly random coefficients in the
range [0, q]. Thus, a simple check to test the entropy/distribution of coefficients can
be used to detect fault in the NTT.

Thus, a designer can employ a combination of the aforementioned implementation-level
and algorithmic-level countermeasures to provide strong protection against our proposed
fault attacks on the NTT.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that the twiddle-pointer vulnerability enables a variety of
attacks on practical implementations of both Kyber and Dilithium. We demonstrate novel
key recovery and message recovery attacks on Kyber and key recovery and verification
bypass attacks on Dilithium, using Electromagnetic Fault Injection which work with a
100% success rate on optimized implementations of Kyber and Dilithium on the ARM
Cortex-M4 microcontroller. We also demonstrate that our attacks are able to bypass
known fault countermeasures. Since our attack targets the inherent properties of the NTT,
we believe our attacks can be extended to other schemes such as Saber, NTRU and NTRU
Prime, which also utilize the NTT for polynomial multiplication. Our work stresses the
need for concrete custom countermeasures against fault injection attacks for practical
implementations of the NTT, especially in embedded devices.
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